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NEW
in Playa
Blanca

20% 
DISCOUNT 
(ONLY ON FOOD) IF YOU 

MENTION GAZETTE LIFE 
BEFORE ORDERING

AUTHENTIC INDIAN DESIGNED RESTAURANT WITH A MAGICAL 
DINING EXPERIENCE OVERLOOKING PANORAMIC VIEWS OF THE OCEAN 

IN THE HEART OF PLAYA BLANCA 

Serving Authentic Indian cuisine. 
Authentic Indian Curry and Tandoori 

Grill. Indian Beers and A Range of 
Cocktails available.

Vegan, Gluten Free & 
Children's Menu available 

--------------------------------------
Lunch Time Menu specials

TAKE AWAY 
SERVICE 

AVAILABLE
With delivery in 

Playa Blanca (please 
contact) - Every Day 

PARTIES CATERED FOR - CALL FOR INFORMATION & RESERVATIONS 
 INDIAN DELIGHTS  |      INDIANDELIGHTSLANZAROTE

WeWeWeWeelllllllllllllllllll EEEEEExppppppxppeeeeererrrrerrrrrrreerriiiieieieeeeeeeeeiieeiieeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeieeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeennnncncnccccccccccnnnncccccnccccccccnccnccnccccceedededee CCCCHHEHEHEHEHEHHHHH FSFSFSFSSSSFSFSWell Experienced CHEFS

OPEN EVERY DAY FROM 12 NOON TILL 11:30PM 
WWW.INDIANDELIGHTS.ES | +34 686 01 01 25 - +34 612 27 82 26 | AVENIDA PAPAGAYO 15, PLAYA BLANCA 35580

NEXT TO THE MAIN TAXI RANK IN THE CENTRE OF PLAYA BLANCA & NEXT TO BANKIA
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to pour back into the resorts, fully-recovered 
patients were leaving the hospital and new cases 
were among the lowest in Europe. There were 
confident forecasts that the late summer would 
see a steady improvement, allowing the Canaries 
to profit over the winter season. 

But then serious outbreaks in parts of  Spain 
that tourists hardly ever visit caused the UK to 
plonk quarantine restrictions on anyone arriving 
from Spain. They weren t the first – Ireland and 
Scotland already had similar measures in place – 
but this was the decision that brought Canarian 
tourism to a screeching halt once again.

Since then, the islands have seen a rise in cases and 
the blame for spreading the virus has been variously 
put on young people, Spanish tourists, immigrants, 
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GAZETTE LIFE LET'S BRING THEM BACK

and others. Blaming is, of  course, easy - all you have 
to do is fire up your computer and start tapping. 

But, although blaming and shaming might feel 
good for a few minutes, it doesn't actually change 
much. What does change things is a sense of  
solidarity and togetherness, and fortunately, we see 
evidence of  that sort of  attitude every single day. 

It s becoming increasingly clear that, instead of  
beating the virus, we're going have to learn to live 
with it. That will mean big changes in the way we 
live, and our children will be among the first to see 
those changes this month as they return to school. 

It also means that new outbreaks are likely to occur 
in the future, because Lanzarote cannot afford to 
close itself  off against the world. While they do, we 
need to detect the virus fast and ensure it doesn't 
spread, - and ensuring it doesn't spread is the daily 
duty of  every single one of  us.

Millions of  people are dying to get back to this gob-
smackingly gorgeous island. Let's work together to 
make sure they can get here as soon as possible.   
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LAST MONTH, KING JUAN CARLOS I ANNOUNCED THAT HE WOULD LEAVE 
SPAIN TO LIVE IN EXILE. IN A LETTER TO HIS SON, THE RULING MONARCH 
KING FELIPE VI, THE EX-MONARCH SAID HE HAD MADE THE DECISION 
TO LEAVE THE ZARZUELA PALACE AND MOVE ABROAD BECAUSE OF THE 
CONTROVERSY CAUSED BY “CERTAIN INCIDENTS IN THE PAST”, AND TO 
ALLOW HIS SON TO CONTINUE HIS REIGN “IN PEACE AND QUIET.”

The decision is a further disgrace in the 
later career of  the man who assumed the 
monarchy in 1975 following the 40-year 
dictatorship of  General Franco. A supreme 
court investigation was opened In uly into 
Juan Carlos’s role in a Spanish consortium’s 
contract to build a rail link between the 
Saudi cities of  Mecca and Medina. Swiss 
prosecutors allege that Juan Carlos received 
a €100 million account as a “gift” from the 
Saudi King, and withdrew €100,000 a month 
from the account between 2008 and 2012.

In 2016 he is alleged to have given his former 
lover, Corinna Larsen, 65 million from the 
account.

The revelation of  the Swiss account forced 
King elipe I to halt his father’s annual 

stipend from the state in March, and renounce 
his own inheritance from his father. However, 
Juan Carlos will not be stripped of  the title 
“King” yet, although this remains a possibility 
depending on the result of  court cases.

Juan Carlos was already controversial when 
ranco installed him as monarch just before 

his death in 1975. His father, Juan, was the 
true heir to the throne, but was overlooked 
by Franco for being too liberal. The father 
initially refused to renounce his claim. Earlier, 
in 1 56, uan Carlos’s younger brother 
Alfonso was accidentally shot by the 18-year-
old Juan Carlos “while cleaning his revolver.”

In 1 1, six years after ranco s death, an 
attempted coup failed when, in the early 
hours of  the morning, uan Carlos I made 

THE KING'S DISGRACE

“BORN IN EXILE, 
THE OLD KING 
MAY DIE THERE, 
TOO.”  

a TV broadcast supporting the elected 
government. Juan Carlos’s support for 
democracy hugely improved his reputation. 
However, his direct involvement in political 
affairs wasn t always as well-judged. 

In 2012, as Spain continued to suffer from 
the financial crisis, reports emerged that 
uan Carlos had injured himself  while 

hunting elephants in Botswana. Photos 
of  the King alongside a dead elephant 
disgusted the country. In 2014, uan 
Carlos abdicated, saying “I don’t want to 
see my son wither in waiting like Prince 
Charles.” 

Last month, Juan Carlos was reported 
to have fled to the royal villa in storil, 
Portugal or a luxury property in the 
Dominican Republic. However, a photo 
later emerged of  him arriving at Abu 
Dhabi on the UAE. Born 82 years ago in 
exile, it looks increasingly likely that the old 
King may die outside his country, too. 
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LOCAL NEWS
Following a spike in new coronavirus 
infections last month, the Canarian 
government finally followed the rest of  
Spain and introduced laws making mask use 
compulsory in public streets and indoor and 
outdoor spaces that are open to the public.

Exceptions include:
• Children under six years old.
• When eating at a bar or restaurant (the
Canarian Health Director recently clarified
that this means the time from arrival of  the
meal at the table until it is consumed).
• In natural or open-air spaces outside of
centres of  population (towns and villages)
when 1.5 metre distancing can be observed.
• On beaches, when bathing or when
sunbathing in a fixed place 1.5 metres from
other beach users. Masks must be worn
while moving onto and around beaches.

MASKS ON! 
• Schools, when certain conditions are
fulfilled.
• People who cannot wear a mask because 
of  physical or psychological reasons (e.g
respiratory problems, mental illness).
• When practicing sports individually in
the open air.
• In any case of force majeure (emergency
situations where masks must be
removed).

Rules governing transport have not 
changed. Masks are compulsory on 
public transport and car occupants must 
wear masks if  they do not live in the 
same home as each other.

Masks must cover the mouth and nose, 
and the law allows for the possibility of  
fines if  masks are not worn correctly.

At the same time, the Canarian authorities also closed 
discos and nightclubs – which have been a major 
source of  infections. Smoking has also been banned 
on public terraces unless a distance of  two metres can 
be guaranteed – effectively banning smoking in many 
establishments.  

CANARIAN COVID POLICY
The Canaries has introduced a free insurance policy 
which will reimburse tourists for any costs incurred 
from Covid-19 

The initiative, which was announced by the islands’ 
Tourism Councillor Yaiza Castilla, is an attempt to 
lure tourists back to the islands following the impact of  
recently introduced quarantine restrictions. The UK’s 
removal of  the Canaries from its “safe to travel” list of  
countries also means that standard travel insurance 

policies are invalid. The Canarian policy will make up for 
that in some way, although it cannot cover any costs of  
nationally- mandated quarantines on return.

The policy, agreed with the rench company Axa, is 
only possible because the risk of  infection on the islands 
remains low. Although the UK, Scotland and Ireland 
have introduced blanket quarantine restrictions on all 
Spanish arrivals  Switzerland has excluded the Canaries 
and Balearics from quarantine restrictions for arrivals 
from Spain, while Belgium and Germany have also  
acknowledged that the Canaries are safe for travel.

Yaiza Castilla
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WIZZ TO GATWICK 
There's not much good news 
concerning flights these days, so Wizz 
Air's announcement that it will be 
operating three flights a week to and 
from  London Gatwick is welcome. 

The route will start on 23rd October and 
the flights will take place on Mondays, 
Wednesdays and Fridays 

“This new route will contribute to the local 
economy, and support jobs in the airport, 
transport, hotel and tourist sectors,” said 
Wizz Air in a press release. 

Arrecife Main Office
Calle Ginés de Castro, 12 - 3°
35500 Arrecife - Lanzarote

By appointment only Tuesday & Thursday 9am - 1pm
Playa Blanca Office   Call: 928 815 262
Calle La Peña nº10, (above Foto Event)
35580, Playa Blanca - Yaiza - Lanzarote

By appointment only
Puerto del Carmen Office   Call: 928 815 262
Calle San Carlos 1, Nº. 26 Local 2 - Pto. del Carmen
(Opp. Lidl beside Hiperdino Express and Tias Land Registry O�ce)

Tel: (+34) 928 815 262
Fax: (+34) 928 802 200

English Speaking Solicitors
Jorge De La Cueva Terrer
Eileen Izquierdo Lawlor
Mario Izquierdo Lawlor

� Spanish Wills and advice on English Wills
� Conveyancing and transfers of lease 
� Personal Liability � Litigation � Family Law  
� Specialists in Holiday Letting Law
� Company Law � Assistance with Local Authorities

info@lanzarotelawyers.com
www.lanzarotelawyers.com

SCOOTER SWEEP
Teguise Ayuntamiento confiscated 45 
electric scooters last month, after the 
machines had been left blocking pavements 
and roads. 

Complaints are rising about the amount of  
scooters that are abandoned in the street, 
often blocking cycle paths or roads used by the 
disabled or parents pushing children. Teguise's  

local police have placed the confiscated 
scooters in depots where they will remain 
until the German Wind company pay the 
corresponding fines, which could be more 
than €1,500. 

50 scooters were previously confiscated in 
February, and it seems that Wind has decided 
it is more profitable to pay fines and continue 
allowing its scooters to break local laws.  

TIMPLE'S LASTING LEGACY
The “Teguise pact” may be the most important 
consequence of  the huge outpouring of  concern 
following the killing of  the street dog Timple in July. 

Timple died of  suffocation after a Costa Teguise 
couple tied and bound his muzzle with tape. The 
couple received suspended four-month prison 
sentences, but video footage of  the dog's death throes 
created a social media outcry. 

A demonstration in Arrecife on 17th August was 
suspended after fears that it would become too 
crowded to guarantee health measures. However, a 
large parade of  vehicles passed through Arrecife in 
support of  Timple, and 120,000 viewers tuned into 
a broadcast from the steps of  Teguise Ayuntamiento, 
in which representatives of  animal associations 
demanded changes in the law that would stop 
animals being regarded as property and recognise 
them as sentient beings, as well as tougher penalties 
for animal cruelty.

Spain's government is currently working on reform 
of  its animal welfare law, and the case of  Timple, 
which will have been observed by President Sánchez 
as  he holidayed on Lanzarote, will serve as an urgent 
reminder of  the strength of  opinion on this issue.

The President of  Spain's government, 
Pedro Sánchez, kept a low profile during 
his holidays on Lanzarote last month. 

Sánchez spent ten days in the early part 
of  August at the state residence in La 
Mareta, Costa Teguise, with his wife 
Begoña Gómez and his two daughters.   
During this time, Sánchez briefly met 
the leaders of  the Canarian government 
and Lanzarote's Cabildo at the Cabildo 
building. Otherwise, not a glimpse of  
President or his family was reported.  

LOW PROFILE FOR SÁNCHEZ

Pedro Sánchez at the Cabildo

Timple
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ISLAND INFO

Local poet John Leppard started thinking 
about time during the lockdown. Here's the 
result:

Time
Time can be a lifespan, or a number on a clock,
It can also be a sentence for a prisoner in the dock.
Time passes by so swiftly, when having fun with 
friends,
But with boredom every minute never ends.

Time cannot come fast enough, when we’re green 
in years,
But when we’re in our dotage it ranks high 
among our fears,
n iddle a e e ht it ith cos etics or the 

gym,
Unlike our waistline, odds of  beating it are slim.

ur ace re ected every day  never see s to a e
But clearly looks much younger on a photo 
album’s page,
You see,
The ‘Wrinkle Fairy’ visits us every single night,
She is Time’s special messenger, from whom there 
is no i ht

POETRY CORNER

Remembering Pukit Pimkhwa – 'A'
'A' was born in Khon Kaen, North East Thailand in March 
1984. His mum Sue, husband Paul, his brothers and all 
his Thai family are as devastated as we all are by his loss.

With his megawatt smile, 'A' was special in so many 
ways. He loved life, he loved people and he radiated 
positivity from every cell in his body -he was unique. As a 
Buddhist, he had a beautiful soul which, combined  with 
his sense of fun, love and lightness, made him unique.

Initially, he chose Lanzarote as his home. He met Paul 
there and their happy journey began. Even their split three 
years ago changed nothing: they were as close as ever, 
and best friends forever. With Paul´s business taking off 
in a big way, they travelled extensively but these islands 
always brought them back, as they have a habit of doing 
to those they want to keep. 'A' was also a big part of 
Paul´s business world, and they worked together well 
over the years, making even more amazing plans happen. 

Two years ago he was diagnosed with cancer, but even 
that could not dim 'A's ´ light or the way he accepted it, 
even on the hard days . When times got hard, his good 
friends Hattie and Chad stepped up to make it all more 
bearable for him, and during the tears and pain he still 
thought of others. 

He was surrounded by love throughout his life, and at 
the end of his life by so many people. It´s impossible to 
name everyone involved in the life of  ´A´  - he touched 
so many people in so many ways. 

“Radiate boundless love 
towards the entire world”

The Buddha 
 

He will be missed...and the world is poorer for his 
passing.

MARKETS AND SALES
Several of  the island's markets remain 
suspended until further notice. These are the 
ones that are going ahead at the time of  writing: 

Farmers markets

Farmers markets are currently held at Arrecife's 
Plaza de San Ginés (Saturday mornings), Haría 
(Saturday mornings); Mancha Blanca (Sunday 
mornings) and San Bartolomé's Plaza de León 
y Castillo on the first Sunday of  the month (6th 
September). 

Second hand/nearly new

Original Pals Car Boot Sale. Every Sunday 
from 9 am at Lanzarote A Caballo, between 
Mácher and Uga. 

Kennel Klub monthly sale: September 5th, 10 
am to 12 midday. At the house on the left of  the 
Disa Garage in El Cable as you leave Arrecife 
on the LZ2. 

Souvenir and gift markets  
Marina Rubicón, Playa Blanca (Wed & Sat, 9-2) 
Puerto Calero (Tues & Fri, 9-1).

More than 1,200 kgs of  food was collected and 
1,365 raised for extremely vulnerable households 

of  immigrants  who have been left with no means 
of  income and no social security  since the start of  
the Covid-19 crisis. 

The collection, organised by the Commission of  
Immigrant Associations of  Lanzarote, took place 
over the weekend of  the 10th August in Altavista, 
Arrecife. Organisers wish to thank everyone who 
supported the initiative. 

HELP FOR THE VULNERABLE
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insurance
� Home  � Car  � Life Insurance
� Commercial   � Liability 
� Pensions  � Savings

DISCOUNTS FOR LOYAL CLIENTS & NEW CUSTOMERS!  

For all your insurance
requirements

Tel: 928 517 709    Mob: 678 451 168 info@fia-lanzarote.com

www.fia-lanzarote.com

The Health Company that
takes Complete Care of you
Discounts of up to 36% on
various health care products

DOG OF THE MONTH: RAMA
Rama is a gentle, friendly German short-
haired pointer. Born in February 2009, she 
has been in Sara since March 2019. She is a bit 
shell-shocked at her changed circumstances 
and missing her home and family, she is quite 
timid and will need a patient owner and a 
quiet household. However, she is gaining 
confidence and will benefit from someone to 
help her re-build her self-esteem. Her walkers 
say she is one of  the sweetest dogs.  

Irene Robertson Smith
´Robbie´: Reunited with Love

Robbie has joined her Lord after a brave and positive fight 
against cancer. She passed peacefully and free of pain, 
which was a blessing. She believed with every fibre of her 
being that she would be reunited with the Lord.

Born in Dundee 69 years ago, Robbie was Scottish 
through and through. She spent many years at London´s 
finest salons, honing her craft and enjoying the magical 
atmosphere the capital had to offer, before making 
Lanzarote her home and bringing that magic with her.

La Luz, the salon Robbie started with Christine, was at the 
centre of her life for over 25 years, a place of refuge and 
glamour. Every client that walked through her door was 
welcomed with a smile into a world of glamour where they 
received Robbie´s undivided attention. And each client 
walked out looking and feeling so much better, in more 
ways than one. She loved her amazing clients and that 
showed, as many became lifelong friends.

There was a lot to Robbie: she was glamour personified, 
a loyal friend and a private person - small yet fierce in 

her evangelist faith. Robbie attended the church 

in San Antonio with her friend Barbara every Sunday 
morning, and was baptised into the faith on the 14th 
of September, 1996.

Her three-year battle with cancer would in no way 
change the essence of Robbie. Her positivity shone 
through, and the cancer professionals at the Dr José 
Molina Orosa Hospital recognised it in her. The day 
clinic, where she spent many hours with the girls and 
Fran, saw a lot of joy and laughter.

Unfortunately, after having been given the all clear, the 
cancer returned, but she was fortunate enough to 
meet Lola at the hospital and they became firm friends. 
Lola cared for, loved and helped her until the end -  a 
real-life blessing. Jacqui, who had been on that journey 
with Robbie in London all that time ago, has also been 
her mainstay on the island for many, many years.

She will be missed so much. Yet it was her belief that 
´the best was yet to come´ and Robbie is now with her 
love. And for that we must celebrate her life, as well 
as her death.

The service in memory of Robbie that 
took place on 19th August was subject 
to Covid-19 restrictions. Apologies.

She takes treats, allows herself  to be stroked and interacts well with humans and dogs that she knows. 
She’s easy to walk and is a super easy sweetie.
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SCHOOL 
SAFE

there is considerable “wiggle room” within 
the protocol, and every single school is also 
expected to draw up its own plan based on 
its own particular characteristics. 

The Canarian Government's protocol 
on Covid-19 covers four main areas:

1. Limiting contacts 

2. Personal preventive measures 

3. Cleaning and ventilation. 

4. Management of  cases 

Limiting contact will also be a key element 
of  the new school year, with children likely 
to be confined to the same classrooms 
instead of  moving around, and school 
facilities will be divided into “blockable 
sectors”, meaning that areas can be closed 
off without affecting others. 

Personal preventive measures include masks, 
the use of  hand gel, and constant training 
in the hygiene measures necessary; while 
cleaning and ventilation are expected to be 
carried out as frequently as is practicable. 

The new Canarian school term officially begins on 
15th September. That's a public holiday on Lanzarote, 
though, so most state schools here will open on the 
16th, while many private schools will open a week 
earlier on the 9th. 

Most children have not been in a classroom for 
six months, and schools, teachers and education 
authorities have been busy developing a plan to get 
kids back in class as safely and efficiently as possible.

And that s not an easy task. It s already cost the job 
of  one Canarian ducation Councillor, María os  
Guerra, who resigned after widespread criticism 
from unions and parents groups following what was 
described as “chaotic” management of  lockdown 
measures. While private schools continued to 
teach online, most state education on the Canaries 
essentially stopped dead with the March lockdown, 
and plans to reopen certain classes failed.  

The Canarian Education Council has developed a 
protocol that was last revised at the end of  July, and 
which all schools are expected to follow – however, 

FOR THOUSANDS OF KIDS ON 
THE CANARIES, THIS MONTH 
MEANS A RETURN TO SCHOOL 
AFTER SIX LONG MONTHS. BUT 
CORONAVIRUS MEANS THAT 
THINGS ARE GOING TO BE VERY 
DIFFERENT, AND  TEACHERS, 
HEADS AND EDUCATION 
OFFICIALS ARE FACING AN 
IMMENSE AND DAUNTING TASK 
- MAKING SCHOOL SAFE.  

The protocol requires each school to 
appoint a member of  staff who will be 
responsible for case management and 
all Covid-19 matters. This person will 
be required to stay informed about the 
pandemic, and will be charged with 
informing parents and health authorities 
about potential cases, as well as fielding 
enquiries and receiving information.

Timetables may also change, with the 
possibility of  extra classes in the afternoons 
to compensate for smaller classes. 

One advantage that Lanzarote has 
over most of  the rest of  Europe is the 
possibility of  holding classes in the open 
air, which is mentioned as a priority in 
the protocol document. 
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Private schools are also required to fulfil the national 
protocols. aime odríguez, the head of  Colegio 
Arenas Internacional in Costa Teguise,  says that it s 
a challenge that he and his team have already been 
preparing for. “In the case of  an outbreak, we may need 
to stop face-to-face education again. We already did 
online classes during the lockdown – it s a big challenge 
and not all pupils adapt well to it, but we know we can 
do it. We also had a summer camp earlier this summer 
which allowed us to trial various measures.” 

The key phrase for primary school pupils is bubble 
groups. This concept means that children are kept in 
tight groups of  their own age-group.  The group will 
stay together during all school activities and children 
in the group can mix freely without masks. However, 
when they are likely to come into contact with other 
groups – for example, when moving about the school or 
in the playground - they must wear masks. 

Roger Deign, at the Colegio Hispano Británico, says 
“Education is the basis of  everything but schools are 
the ideal hothouses for infection”. He believes that the 
concept of  “bubbles” is just as risky, and at the Hispano 
Británico he is developing a strict regime involving 
masks, antiseptic wipes and desks that each have their 
own perspex protective screen. very child in a class will 
be assigned a number, queue in single file and enter the 
classroom one by one to fill desks, starting at the back of  
the classroom. 

If  a case is detected, the pupils on adjacent desks will be 
classed as close contacts following the same principle that 

“A CHALLENGE WE MUST MEET”

operates with aeroplane seats. Pupils 
will also be given temperature checks 
several times a day.

aime odríguez says Arenas 
Internacional will be restricting mobility 
within the school drastically. Children 
will need to stick to clearly marked 
routes and paths around the school 
grounds and parents are forbidden to 
enter at all.  In classes where items must 
be shared. or example, science labs, 
disinfection will be  a priority. 

“There is fear on both sides,” says 

odríguez. “ irst, there are parents 
who fear that their children will miss 
out on education and who don't want 
them to wear masks; then there are 
those parents who I d describe as 
“healthily paranoid” about the virus. 
We ve got to find a way to convince 
both of  those sides and everyone on 
the spectrum in between.”

Roger Deign uses stronger terms: “This 
is war, “ he says. “The virus is a killer, 
and we've already seen an eight-year 
old child die of  it in Spain. Imagine 
having that on your conscience.” 

The C IP Alcalde afael Cedres Primary School in Tías.
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es s “Suso” Machín, the longest-standing 
Mayor on the island, has been in charge of  
Tinajo since 2001, winning five terms on the trot 
with outright majorities. His Coalici n Canarias 
party regularly polls as many votes as all its rivals 
put together.

WHAT DOES THE ECONOMY OF TINAJO RELY ON?

Like everywhere else on the island, tourism is 
hugely important. We contain the mountains of  
Timanfaya and the complex at La Santa, as well 
as many smaller attractions. 

Agriculture is also important in this municipality. We have some 
of  the most important farms on the island, and we're the biggest 
producer of  grapes, with 65  of  the island s crop coming from 
vineyards in Tinajo, and several bodegas that include those of  
Guiguan, Los Perdomo, La Morro, El Morro, and others.

WHAT DOES THE CANCELLATION OF THIS MONTH'S ROMERÍA 
DE LOS DOLORES MEAN FOR TINAJO?

It s a huge blow. This is the biggest cultural event on the island, 
unique in the world, and although its cancellation means we'll 
save some funds, it also means we'll lose opportunities for 
investment and regeneration. 

WILL ANY EVENTS TAKE PLACE AT ALL?

The church will honour the virgin as usual, but she won't be 
taken outside the church. Also, many make their journey to 
Mancha Blanca to request something from the virgin. Those 
requests will still be possible, but people are being asked to 
spread them throughout the month of  September. 

WHEN DO YOU THINK WE'LL SEE THE ISLAND'S CULTURAL 
LIFE GET BACK TO NORMAL? 

ot before the end of  this year, I m afraid, thanks to this damn virus.

Tinajo is the third-largest municipality on 
Lanzarote, but the second least-populated, 
with just 6,279 residents at the last census. 
Stretching from the volcanoes of Timanfaya 
in the west to the sandy desert region of 
El Jable in the east; from the wild coastline 
of the north to the wine el s of a eria 
in the south, it's perhaps the most typically 
“Lanzarote” of all the municipalities.

20 YEARS IN CHARGE OF TINAJO
Interview: Jesús Machín, Mayor of Tinajo
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HOW HAS CORONAVIRUS AFFECTED THE MUNICIPALITY?

We've had one death; a local woman who was an 
accomplished craftswoman. We mourn her and hope she 
has gone to a better place. We've also had a few cases, always 
involving someone bringing the virus from elsewhere. But 
the impact is also economical.

Here at Tinajo we were the first ruling group to lower 
our salaries so that more money went towards social care 
at this time. We've also given out free masks when they 
were hard to get hold of, and paid for tests on all council 
staff and workers. 

“People seem to be pleased with 
how I run things.”

The cemeteries have also been 
closed because of  the virus, and so 
we've undertaken the task of  going 
in and laying fresh flowers. That, I 
think, is important.  

YOUR PARTY, THE COALICIÓN 
CANARIA, RECENTLY LOST 
CONTROL OF THE CANARIAN 
GOVERNMENT, LANZAROTE'S 
CABILDO AND SEVERAL MORE 
SEATS OF POWER. HOW WILL THIS 
POWER SHIFT AFFECT YOUR RULE?

I don t think it will. People seem to 
be pleased with how I run things 
and I think I ve won the trust of  the 
people by looking after those who 
are the least privileged.

When it comes to negotiating with 
other parties, then everybody will take 
their own sardine to the grill as usual, 
but we can usualy reach a consensus.

ERARDO FERRER QUINTANA    Lawyer

erardo@lanzaroteabogados.es  •  www.lanzaroteabogados.es  • Arrecife – Calle Senador Rafael Stinga González, 2 - of. 2 • Tel. 928 816 513

�  Unfair Spanish mortgage clauses.
�  Mortgages “floor clauses”.
�  Refund mortgage costs.

� Family Law
� Criminal Law
�  Spanish Wills

� Conveyancing
� Official  Translations

Screens 
and protective 

measures now in 
place within our 

office for Covid19. 
We are here 

to help.

Lorem ipsum

HOW DID YOU GET INVOLVED IN 
POLITICS?

I started in the late 0s when I was 
at the side of  my predecessor, Luis 
Perdomo. He was a great politician 
and I learned a lot at his side, before 
I was elected myself  in 2001. 

WHAT ARE THE MOST 
MEMORABLE MOMENTS YOU 
HAVE FROM ALMOST 20 YEARS 
AS MAYOR OF TINAJO?

The achievement I m proudest of  
is ensuring that no construction has 
taken place on La Isleta. That was 
a long fight, but it s a place I love 
and I m glad it s still unspoilt. 

The worst moment was when a 
young girl ran into the road and 
was killed by a car during the 
San Roque fiestas. That was a 
terrible day. 
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lu season is well defined on the 
Canaries. It starts in the 40th week of  
the year and finishes in the 20th week 
of  the following year, a 32-week period 
stretching from October to mid-May. 
A detailed report is issued by the 
Canarian Health Service each year, 
which gives vital information on how to 
act in the future. 

In the 201 -2020 season, 36 people 
died from flu on the Canaries. 16 of  
these died of  the H1N1 strain; 3 of  the 
H3 2 strain, 10 of  an unclassified type 
A virus and 7 of  the type B virus. 665 
people were hospitalised for flu without 

serious symptoms, while 249 were 
hospitalised with serious symptoms. 
7  of  these serious admissions had 
pre-existing conditions such as diabetes 
or cardiovascular disease.

In comparison, coronavirus has claimed 
166 deaths in the Canaries since mid-
March, a figure that occurred despite a 
strict lockdown in a region that escaped 
relatively lightly compared to other 
regions of  Spain. There have been 115 
coronavirus cases for every 100,000 people 
in the Canaries (the average in Spain is 
553 cases), while the figures for flu on the 
islands reached a rate of  300 per 100,000 
earlier this year. All the figures indicate 
that flu has a far higher incidence and a 
far lower death toll than Covid-19. 

However, the real threat from flu is the 
demand it could place on the island’s 
health services at a time when a second 
wave of  coronavirus is most feared. The 
simple fact that flu brings so many people 

to health centres may increase the risk of  
viral transmission. Widespread adoption 
of  mask-wearing, handwashing and 
social distancing could help to limit flu 
transmission, but there is also likely to be 
a strong campaign for flu vaccinations 
this winter, too. 

Last year, almost 0  of  people 
hospitalised for serious symptoms of  flu 
on the Canaries were not vaccinated. 
While the annual flu shot is not effective 
against coronavirus, a large study in 
Brazil has recently suggested it may 
be a defence against the more serious 
complications of  the disease.

This winter s trivalent flu vaccine has 
already been recommended by the 
WHO and the European Medical 
Agency. The vaccine will be acquired 
by the Canarian government and a 
campaign will commence later in the 
year. If  you want a flu vaccine, contact 
your doctor or a private clinic.

Everyone who lives on the Canaries 
knows that year-round sunshine 
an  warmth oesn t eep the flu 
away. An annual bout of “gripe” is 
experienced by many islanders, and 
e ery year the flu also ta es li es

“Getting a flu 
jab will help the 
health services 
and may reduce 
your risk of 
coronavirus 
infection.

FLU SEASON 
ON THE WAY

infection.
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Financial planning should always be undertaken using a holistic approach to 
cover all eventualities. There are so many areas to consider, ranging from goals 
and objectives to tax efficiencies of the available products and solutions. Each 
and every one of us have different circumstances so advice should be tailored 
accordingly. 

In actual fact, there are 6 main steps in the financial planning process which are 
as follows;

     ● Establish and define the client and personal financial planner relationship.
     ● Gather client data and determine goals and objectives.
     ● Analyse and evaluate the client´s financial status.
     ● Develop and present the financial plan.
     ● Implement the financial planning recommendations.
     ● Monitor the financial plan and the financial planning relationship.

Every advisory firm will go through the first 4 steps – they have to for compliance 
purposes. The 5th step is subject to client approval and wanting to go ahead 
with the adviser´s recommendations, which then leaves the 6th step – the 

ongoing monitoring of the investment AND communication with clients. 

The ongoing servicing of investments and maintaining client relationships are 
two of our USP´s which we pride our business on. This year alone has clearly 
demonstrated the importance of regularly keeping client´s updated which is 
perhaps one of the main reasons why we have seen a significant rise in the 
number of clients contacting us for a second opinion. 

We know from experience that not all individuals receive this service and some 
have joined us having previously felt neglected and undervalued as clients. This 
is always disappointing to hear as a reflection on our industry, but particularly 
so in a year like this one with heightened levels of uncertainty. 

As a family run business, we never underestimate the value of support through 
the bad times as well as the good. Building relationships with our clients that 
can stand the test of time has always been our priority, but this can only ever be 
achieved with continued contact and support. 

If you have any questions about your investments, why not get in touch with us?  

FINANCIAL PLANNING -

ONGOING SERVICING & CONTACT
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LA DEGOLLADA TO THE PICÓN QUARRY AT MACIOT

To get to La Degollada, take the road through the 
centre of  the village of  Yaiza and turn opposite 
BAR STOP, the well-known establishment 
where the locals get their cheap tapas and 
drinks. Drive up the hill past the cemetery on 
the outskirts of  Yaiza and continue to the top 
where you will see a large slab of  concrete on 
the right of  the road which is used for parking, 
opposite the Canarian bowls pitch in the small 
hamlet of  La Degollada.  

To start the walk continue along the road for 
several metres and then the road becomes a 
track,  as you are walking south west towards 
the ocean you will see the track splits but you 
need to take the higher route to the left.

You can stop as often as you like to admire the 
incredible views. The protected National Park 
area of  Timanfaya is behind you and, as we had 
a day of  good visibility, we were fortunate to see 

WALK INFO 
Distance: 6 kms

Time: 2 hours

Terrain: Non-challenging, 
rocky path.

Type of  walk: Circular

Notes: Take sun 
protection and some water/
juice. This walk is best on 
days with good visibility.

OVER THE HILLS

the amazing contours of  the numerous volcanoes in the distance.

From the track you also get an elevated view down to Las Salinas 
de anubio (the salt pans) and the large lagoon of  sea water. I often 
joke with my American friends and tell them this is where we grow 
the salt to put it in the ocean to make the water salty. 

All along the rocky track you will see evidence of  when this area was 
used for farming. The terraces have long been abandoned and there 
hasn’t been any farming carried out for many decades.  The heavy 
rains have run down from the hillside to our left and has destroyed 
many of  the terraces but you can see rich fertile soil in places where the 
rain has created mini barrancos or water runs.

After about half  an hour of  walking you will see the town of  Playa 
Blanca appear in front of  you, with Monta a oja in the distance. 

Tour guide David Penney takes us on a short 
but stunning walk through the ancient hills 
that separate Yaiza from the southern plain 
of Lanzarote. Photos courtesy of Liga Caica.

Sweeping views of  Isla de Lobos and uerteventura.
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As you look out across the ocean you will 
see Isla de Lobos and uerteventura. I 
always describe Isla de Lobos as looking 
like an upturned spoon, and beyond it 
we got a clear view across the water to 
see Corralejo s Grandes Playas (miles 
of  sandy beaches and dunes).

As we continue along the track we will 
see the antennas of  Atalaya de Femés 
to our left.

This is the highest point in the south 
of  the island (60  m) and is part of  the 
protected park area called Los Ajaches.  
The volcano Atalaya de Femés is the 
second-highest volcano on Lanzarote 
and also one of  the oldest on Lanzarote.  
Atalaya means “lookout”, and these 
hills were used by the locals to look out 
for pirates out on the sea. 

As we continue down the track we 

“The red 
picón is rich in 
oxidised iron.oxidised ironoxidised iron.

For further information about walks around 
Lanzarote please contact, DA ID Penney 
via email lanza888@yahoo.com  OR via 
WhatsApp message 0034 649389888

can’t miss the vivid red of  the  picón quarry on 
our left. This is a very well known landmark 
which is spotted by all of  the traffic which 
drives up over the mountain road through 
the village of  Femés.  Picón is volcanic gravel 
which is still extracted from this quarry and 
used by the farmers to irrigate their fields, as 
it is porous and absorbs the humidity to grow 
their vegetables. It is also used by the local 
authorities as decorative material on the flower 
beds and roundabouts.  More usually black, the 
red pic n here is rich in iron oxidation, and I 
understand it is protected under licence and 
cannot be exported from Lanzarote.

After a juice stop and a snack we set off back up 
the same track which we take all the way back 
to the car. It takes about an hour. As you drive 
out of  the village of  La Degollada there is a 
fantastic new BBQ and picnic area on the left, 
which is one of  the best on the island. It is set 
amongst the trees and has all new grilles and 
benches which have horseshoe shaped walls to 
protect you from the wind.

We all agreed that we wanted the reward of  
a nice cold beer/drink after a hot couple of  
hours of  walking so we drove back to the café 
bar next to the supermarket in Yaiza, where 
Tina the owner gave us some free snacks. 
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This month's crossword is all 
about masks and the people 
who wear them. All you 
have to  do is complete the 
solutions and send a snap 
of the puzzle to 683 683 083, 
email editorial@gazettelife.
com or drop the solution into 
our office in Tías before 15th 
September.  The winner will 
be able to lift their face mask 
and enjoy a lovely bottle of 
Lanzarote wine.  

Prize Crossword
1 2 3 4 5 6 7

8

9 10

11 12 13

14 15 16 17

18 19 20

21

22 23

24 25

ACROSS
1. Alter-ego of Selina Kyle, portrayed by Julie Newmar, Michelle Pfeiffer and Anne Hathaway (8)
5. Adam ....., who played the Caped Crusader in the 60s TV series (4) 
9. People or things that belong to groups (7) 
10. Villain (5) 
11. Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtle with a red mask (7)
13. Masked Mexican swordsman whose name means “Fox” (5) 
14. The most inquisitive? (7)
16. 2002 film starring Eminem (1,4) 
18. Queen of Country Reba ......., who also acted in the 1990 film Tremors (8)
20. Actresses Kendrick, Paquin or Friel (4)
22. Mr Vorhees , who prefers to wear a hockey mask when stabbing teenagers (5)
23. Olympic sport in which masks are worn (7)
24. Film series in which Sidney and Gale are stalked by Ghostface (6)
25. Hannibal ......, who wears one to stop him eating people (6)

Last month's answers. Across: 1. Durham 4. Fluke 9.VHF 10. Meanwhile 11. Dreadful 12. Acts 15. Arrival 17. Alpen 18. Enlarge 19. Pilau 20. Organic 22. Grint 23. Stink 24. Adrian  
Down: 1. David Cameron 2. Rifle 3. Almodovar 5. Lawn 6. Koi 7. Raquel Welch 8. Jensen Button 13. Capaldi 14. Rampage 16. Relight 21. Nun

DOWN
1.  Ms Diaz, who shot to 
stardom opposite Jim Carrey  
in The Mask (7)

2. ... Hardy, who wore a mask in 
Dunkirk, The Dark Night Rises 
and Mad Max: Fury Road (3) 

3.  Place in Paris where the 
Phantom hangs about (5) 

4. Vodka brand produced in 
Sweden (7)

6. First name of author of The 
Masque of the Red Death (5) 

7. Masked TV vigilante whose 
best friend called him Kemo 
Sabe (3,4,6)

8. Masked gang who guard 
O-Ren Ishii in Kill Bill Vol.1 (5,2) 

12. Owner (9)

15. Baltic country whose 
capital is Tallinn (7)

17. “I won't take no for an 
answer!” (1,6) 

18. Red and green Canarian 
sauces (5) 

19. Rolling On the Floor 
Laughing (1.1.1.1)

21. In the song, this bone is 
connected to the shin bone 
and thigh bone (4)  

Apologies to readers for the numbering errors 
in last month's puzzle, and well done to those 
brainboxes who still solved it. Jill Tandy was first 
out of the hat and gets a bottle of wine.
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Thanks for coming, Birgit. What is 
ADEMAL?
It s the Association for Defence Against 
Mistreatment of  Animals, and we were set up 
on June 1st this year. There are 12 of  us, and 
our main task is to report cases of  mistreatment 
and abuse of  animals to try and make sure that 
effective action is taken.

So you're not an animal rescue group?
No. People shouldn't call us to pick up lost 
or abandoned animals – we don t have any 
resources for that. They should call us whenever 

they see evidence of  cruelty and abuse. 

What can you do to help?
First, we can check whether laws are being 
broken, which may involve gathering 
evidence over a period of  time. Once we're 
sure we have a case, we'll report it to the 
police and to the animal welfare councillor 
in the local Ayuntamiento.  It s important 
that reports are presented soundly, as they 
will be rejected if  any element fails. ven 
that may not be enough, and it's important 
to chase complaints up to ensure they're 
not shelved. 

What response have you had so far? 
It depends on who you ask. Among 
animal supporters the response has been 
very positive. It s not so good in the local 
authorities - icolas Saavedra in Tías 
is one of  the few council officials who 
is really helping us.  And we've had an 
angry response from some  people we've 
reported. They say “They re my dogs,  I can 
do what I like with them.”

But they can't, of  course.
No. There are laws. They're not  strong 
enough yet, and they need to recognise that 

animals are living beings, but we'll see what 
happens with this government's proposed 
Animal Welfare Law. 

How can people support you?
They can join us, for just 2 a month. Those 
subs will help us, but other donations are 
also welcome.  Above all, we need people to 
report to us. You can do it anonymously, if  
you like, and we'll maintain your anonymity 
if  you prefer. Report cruelty to us on our 

acebook page by Messenger, on Instagram 
or e-mail us.

What about stray dogs or dead 
animals on the roads?
Call 112 and report them. They have to 
send someone to do something, but if  
nothing is reported nothing will happen.

Does ADEMAL have a wider animal 
rights stance? 
No. We're here to tackle cruelty and abuse . 
That's the priority. The rest can come later. 

Thanks, Birgit, and good luck. It s time for 
a change.  

Contact ademal on Facebook at Ademal 
Lanzarote or ademalcanarias@gmail.com. 

The recent case of the street dog 
Timple has once again highlighted 
the issue of  animal cruelty on 
Lanzarote. ADEMAL is a new and 
different Lanzarote animal charity, 
and it's already making its mark 
on an island where campaigning 
against animal abuse is still very 
necessary. Birgit Wenning of 
ADEMAL popped in to chat to us 
last month.

“We can´t do 
anything unless 
people report 
cruelty and 
abuse to us.

FIGHTING CRUELTY 

abuse to us.
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• Boarding Kennels & Cattery
• Dog Grooming Service

I failed third year at veterinary college. 
Well, the truth is that I passed the 
summer exams but was failed for 
attitude (as a female I was a barely-
tolerated minority and expected to be 
seen and not heard; as an outspoken 
animal activist I was a pariah).

As a result, they had to hold a special 
meeting to provide the government 
with a reasonable excuse for wasting 
the £40,000-plus already spent on 
my education. So, I armed myself  
with lies about financial difficulties, 
personal problems including an 
(imaginary) miscarriage, medical and 
consequential nervous problems and the 
tremendous strain on a delicate female's 
psychology. I grovelled with the required 
deferential attitude and tearfully offered 
disingenuous promises to reduce my 
antisocial attitudes and behaviours (e.g. 
calling the press about cruelty within 
the college and in farming). 

They, for their part, had lists of  my 
misdemeanours and read out the 
somewhat graphic poem I had written 
rather than complete the September 
exams I had been made to sit despite 
clear pass marks in all subjects in une.

I was sent out of  the room whilst they 
debated my fate and, on my return, they 
seemed smugly satisfied and I thought 
my ambitions were done for. However, 
they offered me the opportunity to 
repeat the year on the conditions that 
I would work a further two months, in 
the main holidays, in abattoirs of  their 
choice  and that throughout term times I 

LANZAROTE VET JANE BURKE 
RECALLS A PUNISHMENT THAT 
LED TO A GREAT FRIENDSHIP, AND 
STRESSES THE IMPORTANCE OF 
LIFELONG LEARNING. 

Lessons for life
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would spend five hours every morning in the pathology laboratories 
working on post-mortem examinations. I kept my eyes on the floor, 
accepted the terms unconditionally and thanked them for their 
kindness and understanding! I was asked to repeat my response and 
did so, tearfully, through gritted teeth. My tears were of  gratitude 
as well as frustration because, despite their deliberate cruelty, I kept 
the chance to be a vet!

I started my repeat year on my 21st birthday. Because I should have 
been starting the clinical years, I had been assigned a clinical tutor and 
was instructed to present myself  to him before starting work in the 
pathology labs. ¨Mr Derek Lewis¨ turned out to be the new Clinical 
Dean, head surgeon and in charge of  the small animal hospital.

I loved him from our first meeting. He told me he was nervous 
because his only previous female tutee had committed suicide. He 
held a copy of  my interview with the probate committee. He flicked 
his long fringe back and searched my face with kind concern. I 
told him that I had lied from start to finish because, as much as I 
hated cruelty, I really wanted to qualify as a vet. He blinked with 
his infamous bespectacled confusion. Then he got up and shook 
my hand and said we would make the best of  friends. And we did. 

I won t dwell on my time watching the holocaust of  gentle creatures 
that is our meat and dairy industry, but the path labs became my 
passion.  It was like CSI for vets. I could access infinite laboratory 
investigations to facilitate “cause of  death”. And these creatures, at 
least, were in no pain. So I took them apart and learnt where every 
bone fitted, every blood vessel and nerve ran, how every organ 
interrelated to every other. My topographical knowledge soared 
and my boss soon left me to get on alone every morning. After 
the briefest of  hand-overs he would leave for the squash courts, 
returning only occasionally at the end of  the morning to look over 
and sign the completed reports. 

I found the work deeply fascinating as well as educating. I did, 
from time to time, have to call him for advice and I called my tutor 
regularly. He was equally fascinated and would come to visit and 
watch in his coffee breaks. The blessings of  those mornings were 
even more special because, whilst designed as punishment, they were 
to grant me a superb surgical advantage and to forge a lasting bond 
with Derek Lewis that would open many doors I couldn t have hoped 
for and certainly didn t deserve. I asked him once why he was so kind 
to me, and he explained he felt his position condemned him largely 
to sycophantic conversation and shallow acquaintance, neither of  
which either of  us believed I was capable of.

And whilst it was to prove a double-edged sword (other members 
of  staff and students resented what was, without question, 
preferential treatment), I am forever indebted to his tutelage and 
kindness. Most vet students are lucky to have performed a couple 
of  supervised routine surgical procedures before qualification. I 
was given the senior surgeon s operating lists in final year and 
often stayed in the house surgeon s flat in the small animal 
hospital. (the house surgeon and I are still good friends, though 
she is sadly housebound with arthritis in Wales these days). 

I felt there was no end to learning those days, the curve only 
getting steeper when I left university. And I think it is our duty as 
professionals to keep learning. 

Change with the times
or example, we are presently facing unprecedented problems 

with an explosion of  cats, particularly feral cats. Since the earliest 
days of  veterinary medicine, the advice has been to neuter 
between 5-  months. Initially, perhaps,  antiquated anesthetics 
were too crude to be safe for tiny kittens. Partly too, vets' surgical 
equipment and/or abilities in the 40s and 50s were inadequate 
to operate on kittens . In the 60s and 70s other forces came into 
play: fully-equipped veterinary facilities are incredibly expensive 
to run and the revenue from neutered animals is at least 30 
percent less than from un-neutered ones. But a great deal of  the 
resistance to operate earlier is just because change is challenging. 

very single one of  many extensive studies undertaken in 
Europe, the USA and Canada, all demonstrate the same result: 
There are indeed some possible disadvantages to a cat's wellbeing 
due to being neutered, but all possible disadvantages from being 
spayed are more likely and more serious if  the operation takes 
place after 12 weeks (3 months) of  age. 

I have done so very many of  these operations , and my experience 
is that the surgery is simpler, safer, faster and less stressful for 
kittens at this younger age. More importantly: early- neutered 
kittens DON'T GET PREGNANT.

I hope to keep learning  to keep changing and adapting for  
the benefit of  my patients, my family and the world in which 
I leave them. Hence my amazing solar panels with special 
accommodations so that my operating room remains safe from 
power cuts ( thank you Colin Roach-Casares).

And the world is changing too, slowly but surely. Many shops 
and restaurants are slowly increasing their vegan options , many 
people give time and expertise in their struggles to look after 
abandoned and abused animals as well as those suffering from 
the dreadful financial troubles of  these Covid times.

Let's raise a glass of  cold, clear water to that new world, and 
check our pets  bowls are filled with the same.

“I TOLD HIM I HAD LIED FROM 
START TO FINISH. HE SAID WE 
WOULD MAKE THE  BEST OF 

FRIENDS.FRIENDS.
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“The September boom” is well known in the fitness industry. 
The end of the summer holidays signifies the start of a new 
year in so many ways, with the return to schools and colleges 
and a new sense of beginnings and plans for the future.

In fact, fitness-wise, there could hardly be a worse time for a ew 
Year than January 1st, which comes after a solid week of  feasting 
and is celebrated with more excess. September, in contrast allows us 
to plan ahead with a clear, determined mind and a  realistic view of  
the future. You've got months to get into a groove that suits you, and 
when you do, Christmas will be far easier to hurdle.  

The September

Boom
In most jobs, the arrival of  September brings stability 
and predictability. You know exactly what you ll be 
doing most weeks until Christmas, and probably long 
afterwards.  Barring unforeseen circumstances such 
as childbirth, deaths, house moves, job changes or a 
global pandemic, you know what's ahead of  you, and 
you can plan, week-by-week.

So draw up a plan. A good 
one is one in which every week 
looks much like the others, 
with at least two or three 
sessions sketched in for every 
week. An even better one is 

you can plan, week-by-week.

one is one in which every week 

week. An even better one is 

“SEPTEMBER 
LETS YOU HAVE 
A GOOD RUN-
UP AT LIFE!” 
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1. Healthier mind
You ll just feel better, for a start. That post-workout buzz is a chemically-proven high, 
and the knowledge that you're doing the right thing is also a real boost to self-esteem. 

xercise can also provide wonderful opportunities for meditation and mindfulness.

2. Healthier body
Of  course, you ll be physically more healthy – able to work or play more easily 
for longer, with your body working as it's meant to do. The return of  stamina and 
strength can be one of  the most motivating factors in fitness.

3. Healthier life
On Lanzarote, you ll be enjoying the exhilarating beauty of  the island s outdoor 
spaces, and this is an island where it's an absolute pleasure to  pursue a better diet. 
There's no better time than September to change your eating habits, because the 
island is full of  fruit at its succulent, ripe best.

4. Healthier social life 
You can do exercise alone, but it s a lot easier when you have a like-minded friend or 
gang to join you. The professionalism and expertise of  personal trainers and fitness 
instructors will also offer advantages you d never discover alone. Most importantly 
of  all, your will to stay fit will be appreciated by those who love and care for you.

Discipline is harder to instil in yourself, but you need to try - 
and carrot is always better than stick when it comes to getting 
you going. Not that anyone enjoys eating raw carrots, of 
course, but it is worth focusing on the immediate and not so 
immediate benefits o  a fitness routine

The benefits of fitness

one where activity increases over the year as you reach 
more and more goals on your journey to fitness. 

Be realistic. Allow yourself  some respite on 
holidays such as Christmas, and don't punish 
yourself  if  you miss a session or two. The 
important thing to do is to get back on track and 
stay there. The longer you maintain your routine, 
the more possibilities will open up to you. 

Your plan will require goals, and to achieve them 
you ll need discipline. Some of  the most effective 
goals can be found on the screen of  a set of  decent 
scales, so make sure you've got one of  those. 
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HOW TO WASH YOUR HAIR
1. Put the shower gel away and buy a decent shampoo.

2. Wet hair with lukewarm water

3. Rub a blob of  shampoo the size of  a 2p piece into 
hair.

4. Rub gently, and massage the scalp gently rather 
than rubbing hair together.

5. Don't worry if  there's not much lather. 

6. Rinse hair with water.

7. Repeat with another blob of  shampoo. 

8. Rinse again, and condition. Conditioner should go 
on the ends of  hair. 

9. inse finally, for at least two minutes.  

How to be

ein  or eous isn t di ficult, but there are basic 
ways to go about all sorts of things that will make 
it even easier. Keep things simple, attend to the 
important stuff and remember that, on Lanzarote, 
special considerations apply. 

Hydrate. Not at the last minute before bed, but throughout the 
day, with fruit and salad vegetables as well as drinks and juices.

Clean and moisturise. Keep face wipes by your bed for 
emergency situations,

Go for a rm pillow or sleep on your back to avoid marks 
caused by your face pressed against the pillow. 

Wear a silk eye-mask, which protects the delicate skin 
around the eyes and conserves moisture.

Banish screens and other distractions from the bedroom 

Use ambient music, essential oils and meditation to calm 
down before beddie-byes. 

HOW TO GET YOUR BEAUTY SLEEP

Beautiful

down before beddie-byes. 
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HOW TO WEAR SUNGLASSES
Check for UVA and UVB protection. Cheap supermarket  
sunglasses won t offer either. 

Polarised lenses eliminate glare. Decide whether you 
need them or not. If  you re on water or in places with 
bright white or reflective surfaces, you probably do. 

Consider how you ll use them. If  you re an athlete, 
you ll need lighter, tougher glasses. If  you re always 
going indoors and outdoors, easily removable glasses or 

graduated lenses may work.

Make sure they cover your eyebrows, and 
research your face shape before choosing 
lenses. Buy from an experienced seller, and 
take a friend along to make sure you don't 
make a mistake. 

Do wear them. Macular degeneration of  
the retina and cataracts are both hastened 
by constant exposure to sunlight. 

HOW TO FEEL AMAZING
Beauty is in your attitude as much as your looks. 
Here's how to feel great so you look great. 

Stretch: oll your shoulders, bend, sway – 
release muscular tension and relax.

Choose your wardrobe: Take a little more 
time to plan your outfit. Go shopping for clothes 
if  you need a real pick-up. 

Get wet: Water makes us feel good. Take your 
time in a long shower or luxurious bath. Book a 
spa session. Jump into the sea. 

Say yes: Accept invitations, meet your friends, 
get outside and mingle. 

Declutter: Devote ten minutes each day to 
tidying up. You'll feel more organised and positive. 

Set goals: Write down your aims on a piece of  
paper and update your progress each week.

Choose the right people: Don't waste time on 
toxic relationships – get out and devote your time 
to more rewarding folks instead. 

Get interested: Find a hobby, lose yourself  in a 
good book, begin a new project. ind zest for life.

Calle Reina Sofia, 20 Puerto Del Carmen 
TEL: (+34) 928 909 750 | MOV: (+34) 665 781 865 | WWW.STUDIO-MB.ES

OPENING TIMES
MON: 10am - 4pm
TUES - FRI: 10am - 8pm
SATURDAY: 10am - 3.30pm
SUNDAY CLOSED

Appointments necessary please call or WhatsApp 

 /studio mb peluqueria y estetica         /studiombhairdressing   

We offer a wide range of Unisex hairdressing 
services from precision cut, custom colouring, 

specialised hair treatments, Brazilian 
straightening etc. to beauty treatments such 

as manicures, pedicures & massages.

SPECIALISTS IN 
BALAYAGE & 

KERATIN & 
HYALURONIC ACID 

SMOOTHING 
TREATMENTS
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YourYour

guide
Coffee is big-business, and coffee chains such as Starbucks have 
taken over the world – all apart from Spain, where local bars are still 
far more popular than the big multinationals.  Here's how to buy and 
order coffee on Lanzarote. 

Buying coffee
Most of  the ground coffees you see on sale will be 
marked mezcla (blend) or natural.  Coffee lovers need 
to know that a mezcla is likely to contain torrefacto 
coffee – the proportion will be indicated on the 
packet. 

The torrefaction process was developed in the 19th 
century and involves roasting lower-quality robusta 
beans with sugar to produce a glossy, caramelised 
glaze. Cheap and long-lasting, the harsh, assertive 
burnt-sugar flavour became an acquired taste during 
the hard years of  the Civil War and its aftermath. 
Many older Spaniards still believe the resulting dark, 
bitter, strong coffee is best. 

Torrefacto, however, is widely disliked by modern 
coffee buffs, who will always choose a natural, 100  
Arabica, and are more than happy to pay the extra.   

Pods, filters, cafetieres?
Despite their huge recent popularity, many coffee 
drinkers are turning away from Nespresso style 
machines because of  the inherent waste involved in 
the pods. Filters also involve paper waste, although they 
remain popular and much cheaper than the Nespresso 
option, while the “French press” style of  Cafetiere and 
the stovetop Moka Pot from Italy are popular, affordable  
ways to get a decent coffee at home. 

Ordering at bars
Classic zinc-counter Spanish bars often use a 
commercial blend containing torrefacto coffee, while 
more upmarket joints may offer various types of  
coffee. Don t be afraid to ask. Here s what to ask for:  

Café solo; Small, espresso-sized coffee

Cafe cortado; Café solo with a dash of  steamed 
or cold milk. This is not the same as a macchiatto, 
which uses frothy milk. Served in a glass or a cup. 

Cafe con leche; Darker than a caff  latte, this is a 
normal milky coffee that millions of  Spaniards take 
with breakfast. 

Leche Leche; Canarian speciality with hot milk 
and a slug of  sweetened condensed milk. If  that s not 
sweet enough for you, it often comes with sugar. 

Manchado; Leche manchado is a glass of  hot 
milk “stained” with a drop of  coffee for flavour.

Carajillo; A cafe solo with a shot of  brandy or 
rum added.

No home method, however, can compare with the 
professional coffee machines found in almost every 
bar and restaurant. 

AVDA. ISLAS CANARIAS - COSTA TEGUISE |        THE BOATYARD  |  TO CONTACT SEND MESSAGE VIA FACEBOOK

FULLY REFURBISHED!
KATRINA & STAFF ARE EAGERLY WAITING TO GIVE YOU A WARM WELCOME

BREAKFASTS 
Full Range available

FAMOUS FISH & CHIPS 
8€ Standard, 12€ Large.

STEAK DEAL TUESDAYS & 
THURSDAYS  Two people - 

all for 25€

ALL DAY LONG SUNDAY 
ROASTS  7.50€ Standard, 
9€ large - Choice of Beef or 

Pork, Lamb 1€ extra  - 
choose a dessert for 2.50€!

SMALLER MEALS FOR 
SMALLER APPETITES - 7 

days a week - 2 for only 12€

COFFEE & CAKE 4€ 
between 12 noon & 4pm 
Everyday

FULL RANGE OF DRINKS 
Including A NEW 
COCKTAIL MENU

JUGS OF SANGRIA 10€

BINGO  Mondays & 
Fridays From 4PM - 
JACKPOT PRIZES - 5€ Fish 
& Chips Deal  For the 
Bingo Players

NEW POOL TABLE 
For over 16's with 
LEAGUE TABLES

DIETARY REQUIREMENTS CATERED FOR  PLEASE ASK

NOW ON DRAUGHT 
Dorada, Estrella, 

Carling, Stella Artois, 
Koppereberg & Magners!!

NBUCKETS! 
- 6 Estrella Damm 8€ 
- 6 Dorada 10€ 
- 6 Corona 12€
- 6 Bud 12€

BEER SPECIALS

OPEN FROM 8AM TILL LATE 7 DAYS A WEEK

SERVING QUALITY FOOD ALL DAY LONG!
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The market stall
At this time of  year local markets, shops and supermarkets 
are spilling over with freshly-grown produce. This is the time 
of  year when soft fruit such as peaches, plums, nectarines and 
those delicious little flat peaches called paraguayos are at their 
very best. You ll also find sweet late season grapes and melons 
that have ripened to sweet, honeyed perfection.

Then there are crisp, fresh lettuces of  several varieties, 
from the “donkey's ear” romaine lettuces that are standard 
on the island, to crinkly red and green radicchios, lamb's 
lettuce, spinach leaves, rocket and lollo rosso. These can be 
heightened with herbs including chives, thyme, basil, parsley, 
coriander and sage.

There are dozens of ways to dine on Lanzarote, and all of them are possible 
in September on Lanzarote. It's the mellowest and kindest of all months, 
and a season when it s a leasure to et out and disco er all the fla ours 
and experiences that the island has to offer. 

EEaatatatatatatattititititinininininininnnggEating 

The terrace meal
Whether it's a seafood platter served  in the 
glittering afternoon sunshine with blue sky 
and white surf  in view, or a full English on 
a warm patio in mid-morning; Lanzarote 
seems to have been specially designed for 
eating outdoors on a terrace.

In fact, the coronavirus crisis has only 
seemed to increase the island's reliance on 
terrace dining, with many preferring to go 
in the open air than venture indoors, and 
local authorities allowing establishments to 
extend their terrace space. 

eexexexexeexexxxpxpxpxpxpppeerriieenncceeexperience
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Café en la calle
Coffee in the street is a Spanish tradition that will never die. It s  a 
welcome break during a busy morning's shopping; it's the chance 
to chat with a friend or acquaintance; it's a moment to gather your 
thoughts and just be in the moment  it s a fascinating few minutes 
of  people-watching, and it's also an opportunity to recharge your 
batteries with a sweet snack or even a plate of  tapas. 

It s the height of  civilization, so stop and catch up with life.  

The backyard barbie
Throw your own barbecue, or find a restaurant that does a grill 
– but the fragrance and flavour of  freshly-grilled meat, seafood 
and veggies is unbeatable. It s also a cultural staple of  the island s 
Argentinian and Uruguayan communities, as well as a staple of  
the local fiestas that have sadly been cancelled this year.

If  you re throwing your own barbecue, why not go a little 
further than sausages and burgers and splash out on some 
fantastic seafood or a sumptuous steak.   If  you re looking for 
a grill for lunch or dinner,  just follow your nose. 

A touch of class
Lanzarote does the sit-down semi-formal meal brilliantly, and 
for a special evening out, you're spoilt for choice. Be shown to 
your table, seat yourself  in front of  crisp linen and crystalware, 
peruse an exquisitely-assembled menu and listen to the waiter s 
recommendations, raise your glass to your companion and look 
forward to the culinary treat that's on it's way.  
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One thousand years ago the largest and most culturally advanced city 
in the world was Córdoba in Andalusia. This delicious tapas classic from 

rdoba uses Arab influenced coo in  techni ues on auber ines, which 
were introduced to Spain by the Moors in the 8th century.  

Aubergines

- Aubergines

- Olive oil 

- Sparkling mineral water or beer

 hite our

- Water

 alt and or de sal a es to serve  

- Honey (Canarian palm honey or cane 
syrup for vegans) 

with honey

 
Cook's Tip
Soy sauce is 
a delicious 

substitute for 
salt flakes! 

Cut the aubergines into medallions or  
sticks, roughly the same size as British 
chips. Place them in salted water to 
remove any bitterness.

Transfer the aubergine pieces to a bowl 
of  sparkling water or beer and leave them 
for 30 minutes. For some reason this stops 
them absorbing oil and ensures the final 
dish is crunchy. 

Fill a deep frying pan with 2-3 cms of  

olive oil and heat it until a small piece of  
bread browns rapidly. 

oll the aubergine pieces in flour, covering 
them well. 

Fry the aubergine pieces in small batches, 
to avoid lowering the heat of  the oil. 
Remove to a bowl with absorbent paper 
when they are browned. 

Drizzle honey over the fried aubergines, 
sprinkle with salt flakes and serve.

Ingredients Method
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SERVICES
• Sea Freight

• Bespoke Overland Transport

• Air Freight

• Packaging Materials

• Managed Storage

• Storage Container Rental

• Pet Flights

• Vehicle Transportation

• Home/Business Removals
By Sea, Air & Road

Door to Door

Visit our website or Facebook page 
to see what we can offer you!

THE TOTAL LANZAROTE
RELOCATION SERVICE

info@woodsidecargosl.com - Office Tel: (0034) 928 344 580 
 Mob: (0034) 666 504 625 - Espanol:  (0034) 747 722 197 - UK: 07365 734 003

     /woodsidecargosl
www.woodsidecargosl.com

W O O D S I D E
C A R G O S . L . E S T.  2 0 0 3

W O O D S I D E
C A R G O  S . L . E S T.  2 0 0 3

Relocation of smaller itemsIs a dedicated container excessive for your requirements? No problem!
You can reserve shared space in one of our containers instead! We offer regular schedules to and from the Canary Islands.

Shared sea-freight container
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Veterinary services Puerto Del Carmen
Calle Juan Carlos 1, 33 (in front of Hiperdino)

Tel. 928 070 421 • 603 649 020
www.smilevet.es | Find us in        Smile Vet

• Diagnosis • Treatments • Vaccinations • Microchips • Surgery, etc.  

• Dog and Cat Grooming • Pet shop • Home visits

NEW OPENING HOURS FROM 1st JULY -
Monday to Friday - 10AM - 2PM  Saturdays - 10AM - 1PM - VETERINARY CLINIC & SHOP 

Mondays and Tuesdays - 5PM - 8PM - VETERINARY CLINIC & SHOP
Wednesdays, Thursdays & Fridays - 5PM - 8PM - SHOP ONLY 

VETERINARY CLINIC - CALL OR WHATSAPP FOR APPOINTMENTS PREFERABLE

 C
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Puerto del Carmen
Old Town
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Avda de las Playas 19
Puerto del Carmen.
Tel. 928 51 40 27 

RUTA 66
Great atmosphere, good music and the latest videoclips.
Only a few metres from the beach.
The best fun to be had - day and night in Puerto del Carmen

3
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MAP - PUERTO DEL CARMEN
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Fenauso 3
35500 Arrecife
Tel: 928 806 480
Fax: 928 806 480

Open Monday to Friday 08.00-20.00.
Saturday 09.00-13.00.
Email: 04902@grupomrw.com
www.mrw.es

NOS MOVEMOS POR TÍ - WE ARE THERE FOR YOU

902 300 400
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Hotel San Antonio end,
C.C Costa Luz - A6
Tel: 928 513 563

• 1000´s of Books, New & Second Hand 
• Up to 50% trade-in on our returns  
• Greeting Cards, Party Goods • Stationery,  Kids Books 
• Fax & Photocopying Service + Boarding cards.

Call: 928 513563 or 628 100023
Email: tedearl51@gmail.com or bookswoplanzarote@gmail.com

Free 
Delivery Service 

Available to customers 
& businesses who have 
difficulty getting to the 
San Antonio Bookswop. 

Contact for Info on
 the numbers or 

email below

Need an idea for a gift?
Birthday, Anniversary, 

Wedding, Engagement or just 
t o say thank you.

MONDAY - SATURDAY 10:00 TILL 14:00 CLOSED SUNDAY
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Tías

for every type of event with home 
delivery service - FLOWER ARRANGEMENTS

Order your special flowers
Avda. Central, 93 Tías  Tel/Fax : 928 83 44 61 / 639 68 28 14

MAP - TÍAS

We speak Spanish, English, German & Italian

GP, Certificates
Surgery, Laboratory, Microchip, 
Passport, Check ups, Vaccinations, 
Ophthalmology, Cardiology... 
Dog and Cat Grooming. 

Tias – Calle Fraternidad, 23 
Tel. 928 833 990 - 629 356 514
veterinariatiaslanzarote@gmail.com
www.veterinariatias.com

Open Mon-Fri 
9am to 7pm  

Sat 10am to 1.30pm
by appointment

Since 1990Dr. Margarita Azcorra 
Dr. MJ Dominguez - Dr. Inga Curbelo

Cat Friendly Clinic
Fenauso 3
35500 Arrecife
Tel: 928 806 480
Fax: 928 806 480

Open Monday to Friday 08.00-20.00.
Saturday 09.00-13.00.
Email: 04902@grupomrw.com
www.mrw.es

NOS MOVEMOS POR TÍ - WE ARE THERE FOR YOU

902 300 400
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Check Exhaust System + Emissions,
Brake Balance, Tyres, Steering & Suspension

Check Levels, Check Seat Belts
 Plus Electrics - From 90 Euros

COURTESY CAR subject to availability

COMPLETE

SERVICE
ITV

Tel. / Fax: 928 833 581 
Mobile : 646 479 316

info@uk-autos.com 
www.uk-autos.com

Calle El Matorral, 
No.8 (off Calle Luchada) Tías

CAR HIRE  •  REPAIRS & SERVICING  •  SALES  •  VEHICLE IMPORTS 
Opening hours: Monday to Friday from 08:30 – 16:30  

Car, Home & Travel Insurance

4

4
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+34 626 492 701
+34 928 524 013

www.lanzaroteblinds.com   
info@solysom.es Sun & Shade Blinds

Call for a visit and design ideas

We are specialists in awnings, windbreaks 
and interior window blinds

STYLISH AWNINGS
SUN & SHADE BLINDS

SHOWER ENCLOSURES
New in our showroom 

an elegant selection of shower screens 
Duscholux / Showerlux

MOSQUITO BLINDS

5

3

Calle Islote de Hilario, 10, Tías +34 928 689 294 
www.caramelosjose�na.es           @caramelosjose�na

NEW IN
 TIA

S

Your favourite traditional British sweets in jars!

Stunning 
chocolate & 

sweet Bouquet 
Gifts for every 

occasion. 

Huge range of 
Qualatex 

Balloons for 
all occasions 

& events. 

Y f it t ddi i l B i i h i j
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MAP - PLAYA BLANCA

Medical Center

Dr.Mager
German Doctors 

medical examinations
and treatment

General Medicine
Surgery
Urology

Dermatology

Our doctors are friendly, knowledgeable and approachable making 

any visit to the practice comfortable and efficient.  

We offer a comprehensive range of services and medical facilities.  

All our team members are very experienced and highly qualified in 

their respective fields. 

Puerto del Carmen
Playa Blanca

Marina Rubicon
Costa Teguise

e-mail: info@lanzamedic.com

Medical Center

Dr.Mager
German Doctors

Tel: 928 512 611
emergency phone: 

649 973 366
www.lanzamedic.com

•  Internal Medicine
•  Gynaecology
•  Allergology 
•  Pediatrics

Puerto del Carmen
Playa Blanca

Costa Teguise
Tel: 928 512 611

emergency phone: 649 973 366
info@lanzamedic.com

•  Physiotherapy

1
2

2
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9
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MAP - PUERTO CALERO

1LA PAPPARDELLA
Welcoming and friendly restaurant serving authentic
Italian cuisine. Only a few metres from the sea.  
Tel: 928 51 29 11
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Fenauso 3
35500 Arrecife
Tel: 928 806 480
Fax: 928 806 480

Open Monday to Friday 08.00-20.00.
Saturday 09.00-13.00.
Email: 04902@grupomrw.com
www.mrw.es

NOS MOVEMOS POR TÍ - WE ARE THERE FOR YOU

902 300 400
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Hotel Beatriz Costa & Spa
Calle Atalaya 3, Costa Teguise 
(for more information 
Tel: 630 175 810)

RELAXED & INFORMAL
Come as you are, but do come.
See the map reference to find us.
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PROPERTY SHORTS

COULD SWALLOWS SAVE WINTER?

The lockdown in Spain has increased interest 
in larger, rural properties with outdoor areas, 
several estate agencies have reported.

The interest in rental properties has risen by 
almost 5% since the lockdown. The average 
rental customer has a medium income and is 
aged 40 years old. Interest in open air spaces 
had increased by 6% and is cited as the most 
important reason for moving by 17% of  
potential tenants.

Meanwhile, mainland Spain has also 
seen a large increase in the amount of  
potential buyers who are seeking properties 
in municipalities with fewer than 5,000 
inhabitants, reflecting an increased urge to 
leave the big city and move to rural areas. 
However, this trend has not transferred to 
the Canaries, or may simply not apply as 
there are so few qualifying municipalities on 
the islands.

SEEKING SPACE 

PARKING IN DEMAND

The UK government’s decision to impose 
quarantine requirements on arrivals from 
Spain has been received with dismay in 
the Canaries, which has been performing 
far better than the UK. However, neither 
the UK government, nor the Irish Dail, 
is showing any signs of  changing its mind 
until the overall Spanish figures go down.

However, the Canaries has one group of  
visitors who could help improve matters. 
“Swallows” are older, retired individuals 

or couples who usually arrive on the 
islands to spend the warm winter months.

The safe status of  the Canaries could prove 
an extra attraction for this group, many 
of  whom fall into the groups classified as 
“vulnerable” to Covid-19. Being retired, 
the “swallows” are also less likely to worry 
about whether quarantine restrictions 
will affect them – an eventuality which is 
months away, in any case, during which 
time anything could change. 

The Covid-19 crisis has caused a marked 
decrease in the use of  public transport, and 
a related increase in popularity of  private 
transport.  Meanwhile, the increase in working 
from home doesn’t necessarily mean that people 
wish to give up their vehicles. 

Parking space in in-demand areas, such as the 
front-line of  tourist resorts or urban areas; and 
parking spaces

Parking space could be a more 
valuable asset in the property market 
of  the future, according to industry 
experts who have been observing 
developments in the Far East.

Haría has reduced the minimum size of   a parcel of  land 
to be eligible for construction from 1,000 square metres to 
500 square metres, in order to make it easier to build new 
homes in the municipality.

The amendment to the municipal plan will permit at least 
50 houses to be constructed. 

Mayor Alfred Villalba said “We‘re talking about a 
work of  great importance that will make it easier for 
young people to live in the municipality and will be 
another step forward in the battle against depopulation 
that we‘re facing. “

Although the municipality of  Haría has increased its 
population to 5,123, the inland towns of  Haría and 
Máguez have seen a steady decline in population this 
century. Haría itself  has lost 200 residents in 20 years, 
with just 964 remaining in the town today, while the 
coastal holiday town of  Punta Mujeres took over from 
Haría as the municipality‘s most-populated town around 
ten years ago. 

HARÍA BUILDING BOOST
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WINDOW & CONSERVATORY SPECIALISTS

www.milnrow-windows.com
info@milnrow-windows.com

MILNROW WINDOWS
ON LANZAROTE

QUALITY FROM THE PROFESSIONALS
Contact RICHARD Tel 928 518 663

ESTABLISHED, FAMILY RUN, BUSINESS
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MILNROW
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NEW PRODUCTS
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2. Quality & Value which 
    cannot be matched 
3. We are a family 
    run concern

4. Over 47 years in business

5. We don’t employ 
    sales people
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Suitable for existing 
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Colour matched to your speci�cation
Fixed or moving louveres

Choice of colours

New or existing pergolas
Covered in solar polycarbonate

Purpose built Aluminium roofs
�tted with glass or polycarbonate

All with guttering systems

Composite / French doors with multi point locking systems

Fitted with multi point locking system 
Double glazed toughened/laminated glass

Light,
Cool,
Airy.

Erected 
quickly.

Colours 
available

C.A.D.
Designed 

Custom
built

WINDOWS

FRENCH DOORS

SUN LOUNGES ATRIUMS PERGOLAS

CONSERVATORIES SHUTTERS

uPVC/Aluminium

Bi Folding Doors
Available in a 

wide variety of 
colours, superb 
locking system, 
highest quality 

doors on the 
market.

DOORS

Over 45 years in business and 18 yrs on Lanzarote!

Glass Folding Doors
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THE CORONAVIRUS CRISIS AND ITS ECONOMIC 
IMPACT MEAN THAT, FOR HOMEOWNERS, 
THIS YEAR IS A TIME TO SIT TIGHT AND HOPE 
FOR BETTER TIMES. BUT ONCE IT COMES, THE 
NEW NORMAL IS GOING TO OFFER EXCITING 
OPPORTUNITIES. 

No one was surprised when the lockdown froze the Spanish property market 
to a complete standstill, and nobody believed that things would magically 
get back to normal afterwards. However, the UK government’s decision to 
reapply quarantine restrictions on arrivals from Spain came as a real bucket of  
cold water to a sector that had begun to adjust to the “new normal”.

Times are tight, and the sales of  second homes had fallen from 12% in 2017 
to 9% in 2020 even before the virus hit. A lot of  those second homes are 
bought by foreign buyers, and their figures had already been declining before 
the lockdown.

Lockdown stopped things dead, closing notaries and making viewings 
impossible. However, property became a key element of  the lockdown as the 
full extent of  Spain’s reliance on the rental sector was laid bare. While it was 
possible to order the banks to grant mortgage relief, the amount of  Spaniards 
who rely on rentals for their income made rent relief  prohibitive.

The British government’s decision to reintroduce quarantine restrictions on 
arrivals from Spain has limited any house hunting that was going on, and the 
property market once again finds itself  on hold. 

WHEN THE 

However, the real estate sector is nothing if  not optimistic, and many 
professionals believe that, once the hopefully temporary inconveniences 
of  coronavirus are over, there will be opportunities galore. The current 
paralysis in the market has been reflected by a paralysis in prices, with many 
properties still overpriced. 

But a new post-Covid landscape will almost see lower prices, a greater volume 
of  transactions and opportunities for those who know where to find them.

FREEZE ENDS 
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On Lanzarote you can leave subtlety, reserve and 
understatement behind. This is an island where 
it pays off to make big, bold statements.

Lanzarote’s whitewashed exteriors aren’t 
particularly traditional. Before César 
Manrique approved the colour schemes for 
the island, homes were painted in all sorts 
of  colours. Take a look at the multicoloured 
homes spilling down the hills of  Las Palmas 
de Gran Canaria to get an idea of  how 
colourful the Canaries can be.

Indoors or on your patio you can use 
whatever colours you like, and Lanzarote’s 
ebullient atmosphere and in-your-face 
climate means that shrinking violets need 
not apply.

This island is just 100 miles away from 
Morocco, where interiors are often 
decorated in the richest and most vivid 
colours and patterns. There are also strong 
influences from Portugal, especially in 
the use of  brilliant blue tiling. The warm, 
toasted colours of  terracotta and ochre 
reflect the strong shades of  iron and sulphur 
that can be seen in volcano country, and all 
you have to do is pop your heads underwater 
to enter another, brilliantly coloured world.  

Then there’s a whole modern Spanish 
aesthetic based around bold, bright colour, 
from the paintings of  Joan Miró which 
inspired Manrique to the film sets of  Pedro 
Almodóvar and the designs of  Agatha Ruiz 
de la Prada.

Forget about subtle matches and 
complementary colours – just go for it and 
embrace the whole paintbox.

On Lanzarote you can leave subtlety, reserve and 

Colour Explosion

“On the Canaries 
bright colour is a 

way of life.”

Las Palmas is the vivid example of  the Canarian love of  colour.
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Shades and space

We’ve spent so much time indoors this year that we ought to know 
our interiors backwards, but it seems as though familiarity often breeds 
contempt. So brush up on some the basic rules of design and look at your 
living space again...

to do the opposite – paint it a lighter colour than 
the walls to give the illusion of  space above. 

Playing with space
Painting a back wall and the ceiling will broaden 
a room, making it feel wider as it stretches out 
to the light-coloured walls on both sides. Paint 
those side walls dark and your room is narrower. 

A darker coloured back wall will make a space 
feel shorter, while a lighter one draws eyes to 
that wall and turns it into a highlight. 

Another way of  shortening walls is to paint the 
bottom third of  the wall darker.

The power of darkness
All the above advice applies to rooms lit 
up by natural daylight, but you can create 
completely different effects with lighting after 
dark. In fact, darkness itself  can be used to 
give the illusion of  almost infinite space 
outside illuminated areas.

Light colours
Widespread on new-builds on Lanzarote and 
elsewhere, white walls and windows give you 
an immediate sense of  space, reflecting natural 
light and making us think places are bigger 
than they are.

Dark colours
Dark colours do the opposite, making spaces 
seem smaller, cosier and more intimate. You’ll 
often see this in traditional Spanish bedrooms 
where people go to hide from the midday heat. 
One of  the reasons we repaint nurseries is to 
address that need for cosy privacy, and even 
teenagers who paint their room black have 
picked up on the idea. 

Ceiling matters
A darker ceiling will feel lower, and can be used 
to provide a cosier, more intimate atmosphere.  
If  you already have a low ceiling, you may want 
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SOLID GEOMETRY 
Straight lines are more common in nature 
than we think, and that’s especially true on 
Lanzarote. First there’s a permanent ocean 
horizon visible from most of  the island, just 
one of  many straight lines imposed by the 
force of  gravity.

Other straight lines can be seen in palm leaves, 
agave plants, the oddly geometric branches 
of  the Canarian pine and on spider’s webs. 
Then there’s the symmetry that marks almost 
every living animal to a greater or lesser extent.
Whether it’s a human being or an ant, there’s 
an invisible straight line along which both sides 
of  the creature’s body are reflected. 

Symmetry is one of  the easiest ways to spot 
living things in nature, and geometric shapes 
also indicate the presence of  life, whether it’s 
the triangles, cones and spirals of  seashells, the 
countless examples of  spheres and circles found 
in the natural world or the sharper angles of   
straight lines calm us and fill us with a sense of  
order. It’s that feeling of  organised fulfillment 
we get when folding a sheet, straightening 
papers or making a bed. If  the lines are nice 
and straight, something is going right, we think.

The straight 

There’s a common belief that curves are natural 
while straight lines and geometric shapes are 
artificial. Neither is true, but both elements can 
make all the difference to your outdoor space.

A straight line is also the shortest distance 
between two points, a naturally efficient one-
dimensional edge that means no mess, no frills. 
And it’s that which explains why straight lines 
are so fashionable in today’s outdoors furniture.

The trend for sharp edges and straight lines has 
always been with us, but has been accentuated 
recently with the rise of  infinity pools, decking 
and other simple, stunning linear elements.

It’s also a style that works brilliantly on 
Lanzarote. This is an island of  stark contrasts 
and vivid colours, both of  which lend themselves 
to the minimal geometrical style.    

CURVED 
We think curves are natural because curves 
are what we’re made of. They form our 
earliest subconscious memories and are full of  
associations that are comforting to us: curves 
are welcoming, yielding, erotic,  fascinating and 
aesthetically pleasing in a completely different 
way to sharp edges and straight lines.

And nature is full of  curves . Rounded leaves, 
the swell of  a wave,  the plume of  a cloud, the 
sleek musculature of  fish and animals, the dip of  
a bird’s beak, the bowed stem of  a flower.

and the curved
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“Let long lines & curves 
impose their beauty 
without interruption.

In our gardens and patios curves can be simply stunning when 
used correctly. A simple look at the way César Manrique uses 
rounded shapes at Jameos del Agua or Mirador del Río will 
show how they can provide a fantastic, space-age atmosphere, 
but they’re also there in natural lime kilns, windmills and the 
domed chimneys of  San Bartolomé. 

The current fashion for wicker furniture is the perfect excuse to put 
curves in your outdoor space, with this material especially suited to 
sinuous, undulating shapes. But curves can come in wood, metal, plastic 
and several other materials, too. 

USING LINES AND 
CURVES
The key here is contrast. An exterior 
where only straight lines are visible will 
be too austere for many. But just one 
well-selected curve can throw the whole 

thing into relief.  Similarly, too many 
curves can feel a bit “beanbaggy” 

and straight lines are required 
to bring a bit of  discipline and 
order to a space.

The most important thing 
of  all is to let your lines and 
curves speak for themselves, 

and to do that you need to 
eliminate visual clutter.  Keep 

things as simple as possible, and 
avoid broken, uneven visual planes. 

These are fine in a subtle, overgrown 
rambling garden, but not so much on a 
Lanzarote poolside. 
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ON LANZAROTE, HEAT, SWEAT AND DUST ARE 
CONSTANT COMPANIONS AND WATER IS A PRECIOUS 
RESOURCE. YOUR SHOWER IS ONE OF THE MOST 
VITAL FIXTURES IN YOUR HOUSE, SO SHOULDN’T YOU 
SPEND A LITTLE TIME AND MONEY GETTING IT RIGHT? 

On Lanzarote, heat, sweat and dust 
are constant companions and water is 
a precious resource. Your shower is one 
of  the most vital fixtures in your house, 
so shouldn’t you spend a little time and 
money getting it right? 

At its most basic, your shower will be 
a cheap attachment to the taps in your 
bathtub: At it’s most luxurious, we’re 

A proper shower

Cepal; Mirror and shower screen

If  you’re short of  space, it’s worth asking 
the question: do I really need a bathtub? 
If  you like a long, luxurious soak (or 
if  you have smaller children) then the 
answer’s clear, but if   you prefer the 
fresh, invigorating blast of  a shower, 
losing your bath in favour of  an enclosed 
shower may be a brilliant choice.  

However you develop your shower, 
you’ll need a shower screen or even a 
cubicle. Made of  tempered glass, this 
is one of  those jobs that you shouldn’t 
attempt to DIY – a professional 
installation will ensure absolute safety, 
watertightness and elegance. 

Fighting damp

Lanzarote’s heat and the moisture of  
a shower can combine to cause ideal 
conditions for mould, so get into the habit 
of  wiping your shower screen and walls 
down with a squeegee, and drying off 
joints with an old towel.

Showers aren’t just for indoors, either. If  you 
have a pool, a hot tub, or just live an active 
outdoor life, you may want to install one 
outdoors to allow to rinse off before entering 
the house. Once again, glass will guarantee the 
best-looking, longest lasting result. 

looking at high-pressure massage jets 
in a large wet room.  There’s a happy 
medium to suit your budget, of  course, 
but ask yourself  a simple question: how 
many people have you heard  complain 
about spending too much on a decent 
shower? This is an investment that will 
delight you every day. 

“On Lanzarote, 
a decent shower 

is an absolute 
godsend.godsend.
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As well as flowers and 
plants, your Lanzarote 
garden is full of enemies 
and friends: creatures 
that can break your heart 
or save your skin. As you 
get used to gardening 
here, you’ll get  to know 
many of them, but here 
are the main friends and 
enemies you’ll encounter. 

No.1 artificial grass company in the Canaries
Payment option available, & any written like for like quote will be matched

THE LAWN SPECIALIST

• Product & Service Second to None  • Specialist Unique Installation • Can be applied to any surface  • Great around pools & Spas to avoid slipping

GreenAsGrass

Please contact Lucy on 696 270 282 or Peter on 625 946 159  Office 928 854 759  -  gagcanaries@hotmail.com

10 year guarantee

Artificial
Grass

Please find us on FacebookPlease find us on Facebook

Established 10 years

ed
ed to any surface •

We are now in 
our 13th year 
transforming 

people's outside 
spaces...

Enemies 
APHIDS
Aphids are greenfly, and also come in several 
varieties. They all, however, suck sap from 
plants, damaging buds and weakening plants. 
Ants are no defence against aphids – in fact, 
ants often defend aphids from other predators, 
as they “milk” their sweet honeydew. 

Aphids can be controlled with Bacillus 
thurigensis pesticides, soap spray, and ladybirds. 

WHITEFLY
Whitefly are a widespread pest of  tomatoes 
and courgettes. They suck the sap of  plants, 
weaken them and transmit viruses.

They can be controlled with Bacillus thurigensis 
pesticides and insecticidal soap. 

THRIPS
Small insects that lay their eggs in plants and 
damage them with their bites. There are several 
varieties of  thrip, and they can be a real pest. 

Thrips can be controlled with Neem oil.

CATERPILLARS
Several varieties of  caterpillars can be found 
on Lanzarote, and they attack all types of  
plants, especially the leaves. 

You can pick them off by hand, use Bacillus 
thurigensis pesticides or apply Neem oil

TOMATO MOTH
The curse of  Canarian farmers in recent 

FRIENDS  
AND 

ENEMIES
Caterpillar
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‘‘The Canary gecko is a 
reliable ally.’’

years, the tomato moth is a new arrival 
that is incredibly difficult to eliminate. So 
widespread that many local tomatoes are 
sold with  the dark spots caused by the moth’s 
larva, which people just cut away from the 
rest of  the fruit. 

Fortunately, its more likely to go for large 
crops of  tomatoes than individual plants in 
your garden. By the time you’ve discovered it, 
it’s usually too late. 

MINER FLY
A strange pest that attacks vegetables and 
ornamental plants, laying eggs in the leaves 
which are marked with strange “pathways” 
burrowed by the larva. Leaf  miners are hard 

to get rid of, as they are hidden inside the leaf, but 
two or three applications of  Spinosad can work. 

Friends
LADYBIRDS
Ladybirds are not only beautiful, they’re 
voracious predators whose favourite food 
is greenfly. Much loved on Lanzarote, 
where they’re known by the delightful word 
sarantontón, ladybirds can occasionally arrive in 
huge swarms.

GECKOS 
These likeable little lizards live under rocks and 
other covered places, and venture out at night 
to catch insects. They’re famous for their ability 

to climb walls, and are an undoubted asset in 
your garden. Unfortunately, if  you have a cat 
you may have to forget about having geckos. 

Gecko

LIZARDS
The local lizards are generally the gardeners 
friend, eating insect pests. However in dry 
spells they can also nibble fruits or leaves 
for moisture. Leave a little water out in a 
sheltered place for lizards to avoid this. 

SPIDERS
Spiders eat flies, but they also eat a wide 
variety of  insect pests. If  you see a spider in 
your garden, leave it alone. It’s on your side. 

HEDGEHOGS
In rural areas where snails and slugs attack 
plants, hedgehogs can be a real help. A little 
cat meat will keep them hanging around.

Ladybird

• Maintenance for communities, hotels, private homes, etc.
• Design, creation and maintenance of all types of garden 
   (small and large)
• Swimming pools maintenance

www.mandragoragarden.com  •  mandragoragarden@yahoo.es  •  Tel.: 659 81 27 53

• Tree and palm pruning
• Installation of automatic watering system
• Low maintenance gardens
      • Cleaning of fincas and garden maintenance
            • Construction and design of barbeques,  
                  Thai beds, benches, paths, entrances, 
                     fountains, terraces, etc.

• NEW - Natural or artificial grass
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On 7th August, Las Palmeras Golf  Society was 
sponsored by the Hotel Grand Teguise Playa 
for a long-awaited tournament that had been 
postponed twice because of  the pandemic. A 
record number of  golfers competed eagerly for 
two great prizes: a hotel weekend for two, and  
dinner for two in the Malvasia restaurant.  The 
format of  the competition was stableford and 
because of  the high number of  players, the Costa 
Teguise Golf  Club allowed teeing off from both 
the first and the tenth tees.  Midsummer is hot 
and very dry in Lanzarote, but the golf  course 
is still in good shape. Alex, the greenkeeper, and 
his team are doing an excellent job.  Working at 
dawn and dusk, these workers don´t usually get 
the recognition that they certainly deserve.  

The competition was fierce and only a single 
point separated the top two golfers. Winning 

for the second time this year, Anne Rees, 
from Güime, scored a very good 35 points, 
playing off 23.2.  Her new handicap is 
now 21.6.  Anne joined Las Palmeras Golf  
Society only recently and with two wins in 
two months, she has shown that she is a 
force to be reckoned with!  In second place 
was Ricardo Whitlock with 34 points.  
The trophies and prizes were presented by 
Melo Hernandez, the Society´s Captain.

Members of  Las Palmeras Golf  Society meet every 
Tuesdays and Fridays at 8.45am at Costa Teguise 
Golf.  Visitors are most welcome to join us for a 
friendly game of  Golf !  By playing with the Society, 
you will qualify for a 20% discount on the Green 
Fees.  Even better, the Costa Teguise Golf  Club 
currently has a very special offer valid until the end 

of  September: Six green fees for €180. 

GOLF NEWS
HOTEL GRAND TEGUISE PLAYA TROPHY

FOOTBALL

51-year-old Josu Uribe will 
be leading the Rojillos into 
their 2020/21 campaign, 
reports Ian Lane.

The veteran manager from the Asturias region 
of  north-east Spain has had many highlights 
during his 30 years as a coach, most notably  in 
2002/03 when he led UD Las Palmas to fifth 
spot in Segunda A (Spain’s second tier). However, 
the following season he went one better, taking 
unfashionable Madrid side Getafe CF to the 
promised land, finishing the season in second 
spot and sealing automatic promotion to La Liga 
for the first time in the club’s history. Getafe have 
spent just one season out of  the top flight since.

The Spanish Football Federation have not yet 
confirmed when the season will begin. If  all 
goes well, though, mid-October seems to be the 
unofficial kick-off date.

The club has so far signed 14 players, the last 

For all the information please go to:  

www.lanzarotefootball.com 

Lanzarote Football Club  

+34 649963943 (Ian) 

info@mercancialanzarote.com

Official shirts & club merchandise are 
available from Ian on 0034 649963943, 
info@mercancialanzarote.com, at www.
lanzarotefootball.com or shop at C.C. 
Nautical 25, Costa Teguise Monday 10 am - 
7 pm, Saturday 10 - 1.30. from August 10th.

of  which was midfielder Kilián Benítez. The 
24-year-old joined the Rojillos last January 
but because of  Covid only managed to play 
six matches. In every game he impressed the 
Lanzarote fans, and this has to go down as a 
super signing for the club.

On an extremely sad note the Lanzarote Ladies 
team and our Regional Lanzarote B team have 
had to be sacrificed for the forthcoming season. 
The sole reason is financial: the club cannot 
gamble its existence with what has happened 
this year. Funding has almost dried up, so the 
club has had to take the decision to withdraw 
these two teams and hopefully bring them back 
at a later date, as happened with the B side 
during the financial crisis.

The club will be introducing its first new shirt 
in three seasons to commemorate its 50th 
Anniversary, and this is due to be available 
in early September from the shop in Costa 
Teguise together with some new polos and 
other products. All details can be found on 
www.lanzarotefootball.com

Kilián Benítez

The Society email is: lpgs2016@gmail.
com   I look forward to hearing from you. 
More info on our website Visitor section:  
www.laspalmerasgolfsociety.blogspot.com

LANZAROTE SHAPE UP FOR 2020/21

Winner Anne Rees with Captain Melo Hernandez
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◆ +34 683 335 147    ◆ +34 659 179 792
  ◆ +44 7909 724 152

◆  email: info@futuroroof.com  ◆  www.futuroroof.com

POLYURETHANE MEMBRANE
liquid polyurethane membrane that 
seamlessly seals your roof with a UV 
protected top coat to give you 
peace of mind.

20 YEAR GUARANTEE
Our watertight solution for domestic,
commercial and industrial roofs. 
Warranted to be leak free for 20 years.  

APPLICATION FOR USE
FR3000 is flexible and strong ideal 
for house roofs, outbuildings, 
pergolas, pathways and terraces. 
We can also waterproof your 
Aljibe(water storage tank)!  

FUTURO COLOUR REVIVE
Bring your faded aluminium windows, 
doors andlouvres back to life. Our 
products revives the colour and 
protects against sun damage.
   

◆     Waterproof and 
        maintenance free for 
        20 years guaranteed

◆     Fully water resistant  

◆ Fully UV resistant 

◆     Resistant to high 
        temperatures   

◆     ETA certified
        & CE marked

◆     Reflects the suns rays 
        to reduce AC usage & 
        increase solar charges

This is NOT a paint, it’s a specialised roof coating system
with a 20 year guarantee, made to withstand all weathers.

@futuroroof 

Special
Offer
Call now for
great prices.

Mention Gazette 
for a discount.

Exclusively 
offering our 
FR3000 range of
high performance liquid polyurethanes
This is NOT a paint, it’s a specialised roof coating system
with a 20 year guarantee, made to withstand all weathers.

Exclusively 
offering our 
FR3000 range of
high performance liquid polyurethanes

See our display in Naturally floors showroom - Tías, Av. Central
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POLYURETHANE MEMBRANE
liquid polyurethane membrane that 
seamlessly seals your roof with a UV 
protected top coat to give you 
peace of mind.

20 YEAR GUARANTEE
Our watertight solution for domestic,
commercial and industrial roofs. 
Warranted to be leak free for 20 years.  

APPLICATION FOR USE
FR3000 is flexible and strong ideal 
for house roofs, outbuildings, 
pergolas, pathways and terraces. 
We can also waterproof your 
Aljibe(water storage tank)!  

FUTURO COLOUR REVIVE
Bring your faded aluminium windows, 
doors andlouvres back to life. Our 
products revives the colour and 
protects against sun damage.
   

◆     Waterproof and 
        maintenance free for 
        20 years guaranteed

◆     Fully water resistant  

◆ Fully UV resistant 

◆     Resistant to high 
        temperatures   

◆     ETA certified
        & CE marked

◆     Reflects the suns rays 
        to reduce AC usage & 
        increase solar charges

This is NOT a paint, it’s a specialised roof coating system
with a 20 year guarantee, made to withstand all weathers.

@futuroroof 

Special
Offer
Call now for
great prices.

Mention Gazette 
for a discount.

Exclusively 
offering our 
FR3000 range of
high performance liquid polyurethanes
This is NOT a paint, it’s a specialised roof coating system
with a 20 year guarantee, made to withstand all weathers.

Exclusively 
offering our 
FR3000 range of
high performance liquid polyurethanes

See our display in Naturally floors showroom - Tías, Av. Central
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COMPULSORY ITEMS

Documents
It is obligatory to carry the technical documents (green 
sheet)  of  the car and the permiso de circular (licence 
to circulate) at all times. Also, a valid ITV sticker, if  
applicable, must be visible, and proof  of  insurance and 
local car tax must be carried.  

Spare wheel
Make sure the tyre is kept inflated and be sure you have a 
jack and a wheel spanner, too. More recent cars come with 

On Spanish roads, there are four things 
that all drivers must carry in their cars at 
all times. After that, there are also several 
items that it’s a good idea to have to hand 
when you’re driving on Lanzarote. 

CAR KIT

MOTOR NEWS SEPTEMBER 2020

an anti-puncture spray 
kit, which seals tyres 
and allows you to briefly 
inflate them. These are 
permitted in place of  
spare wheels, but are no 
use for blow-outs. 

Reflective jacket
Always keep this inside the car where you can 
reach it, as it is illegal to leave the car without it 
to fetch it from the boot. It’s a good idea to keep 
at least two jackets to hand, and more if  you 
habitually drive with more passengers. 

Warning triangles
Two triangles must be carried, and each one 
must be placed 50 metres ahead of  and behind 
a  stationary vehicle.  Spain’s Traffic Department 
plans to phase out triangles in favour of  amber 
flashing lights by 2025.

PETROL STATION, SHOP & BAR/CAFE 

Motorcycle workshop for all brands. 
Approved service centre for 

KAWASAKI - MOTO GUZZI - APRILIA - 
PIAGGIO – VESPA - QUADRO.

Car workshop for all brands and Specialists in BMW & Mini (ISTA Network).

>> FINANCE  AVAILABLE ON ALL CARS & BIKES <<

OPEN 24 HOURS!

          Insurance agency cover a wide range of products to offer our clients. Tel: 606 608 320 | We can offer:
Vehicle insurance, motorcycle, boats, life, business premises, self-employed, home, communities of owners, shops, SMEs, vehicle fleets, civil liability for animals.

SPECIAL OFFER. 
QUADRO QV3 350cc (3 wheels) 

Price: €7,199
QUADRO QOODER 450cc (4 wheels) 

Price: €10,299

Showroom for motorcycles & all accessories and spare parts (OPENING VERY SOON)

Carretera Circunvalación de Arrecife Km 4,5 |   www.fumergas.com 
 CAR SALES:  660 377 786  |          INSURANCE:  606 608 32 0      

WORKSHOP CAR & BIKE MANAGEMENT:  618 553 272   |         WORKSHOP & PARTS:  640 575 333

Official guarantee
Can be driven by anyone with standard car 

driving licence (B)

We 
speak 

English!

     

September Special 
offers on MINI Cooperof

QU

QUA

Sh

CanCanCanCaCaCCaCaCCaCCaCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCaCCCCCCaCC  b
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MOTOR NEWS SEPTEMBER 2020

RECOMMENDED ITEMS

Spare bulbs for headlights
Since 2010 these are no longer compulsory, 
but can come in very handy indeed. 

Spare glasses or contact lenses 
If  your vision is impaired, it’s a good idea 
to keep a spare set of  specs on hand. It is 
not, however, obligatory by law.

A petrol canister
A plastic container will be useful if  you 
ever run out of  petrol. 

Mobile phone
Be sure to have fast access to the numbers 
of  your insurer, a tow-truck firm, your 
mechanic etc. A smart phone can also be 
useful as a map, a camera and a torch. 

CAR KIT

Small First Aid kit
Useful for cuts, scratches and mild burns.

Pen, paper, insurance claim forms
You need records in case of  an accident 

and/or claim.

Gloves, rags, wet wipes, water
All useful for dealing with stains and 
smears.

“A petrol 
canister can 

save time 
and money.
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MOTOR NEWS SEPTEMBER 2020

FERNANDO’S BACK
Spain’s greatest motorsport driver, 
Fernando Alonso, will return to Formula 1 
next season. The 38-year-old will partner 
Frenchman Esteban Ocon at Renault 
following the announcement of  Daniel 
Ricciardo’s departure for McLaren. 

Alonso won the F1 Drivers’ 
Championship with Renault twice in 
2005 and 2006 and his return after 
two years of  retirement will be eagerly 
received in Spain, where the working-
class lad from Oviedo  remains one of  the 
country’s most popular sporting heroes. 

Nevertheless, he will have his work cut out. 
Alonso has not been on a podium since 
2014 and the Renault team have not ended 
up on the podium for almost 10 years. 

SUBJECT YOUR PET
Spain’s RAC has revealed that one in 
three drivers take their pets in their car 
on occasions, and 11.5% of  them put 
the animal in the boot space without any 
restraint as required by law. 1.1% take the 
animal on the passenger seat.

Over 90% of  pets in car are dogs, but 
several other species were mentioned. The 
RAC stresses that carrying dogs in car 
without restraining them with a harness 
or putting them in a box can be extremely 
risky both for the pet and the driver. 

A correctly restrained pet will not cause 
damage to the driver or other passengers 
in the event of  a collision or emergency 
stop; it will be safer and more secure, and 
it will be less distracting for the driver.

ROAD DEATHS DOWN, BUT 
CITIES WORSE
The Traffic Department has released statistics 
showing that road deaths fell by 3% in Spain last year. 

53% of  deaths were “vulnerable road users” 
(pedestrians, cyclists and motorcyclists), the first time 
in history that this group’ has accounted for more 
than half  of  fatalities.  A quarter of  all deaths are 
motorcyclists. 

Deaths fell on interurban roads but  rose in 
urban areas, with pedestrians over the age of   65 
accounting for over 70% of  pedestrian fatalities. The 
deaths in urban centres are the highest proportion 
of  all fatalities ever, suggesting that future road safety 
campaigns are likely to be focused in towns and 
cities. In terms of  deaths per million citizens, Spain’s 
figure of  37 is identical to Germany’s and better than 
France, Belgium and Italy.

CALL NOW! 928 513 182

Affordable Pricing
Excellent Customer Service
Safe Covid-19 Work Practices
Quality Workmanship

Open  Mon-Fri 8am to 3pm Burki´s / El Toro Roundabout, Calle Reina Sofia 70 
• Puerto Del Carmen • Email: carmenautos@hotmail.com

- Oil Change
- Servicing
- Pre-ITV & ITV
- Brake Services

• €89.88 - Petrol  • €99.98 - Diesel
ITV SERVICE  -  (INCLUDING Test Fee and IGIC)

Carmen Autos
Add More Life to Your Car!

- Battery Services
- Engine Repair
- Transmission Repair
- Suspension Services

- Diagnostics
- Buying a car - free checkover
- Free pick up and delivery   
  from Costa Teguise

OUR SERVICES

WHY CHOOSE US
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MARKETPLACE

CARPENTRY AND JOINERY

Single …. 37 x 58

Double ….76 x 58

Triple  ….116 x 58

Carpentry & Joinery

Kitchen design
and installation
Kitchen design
and installation   • Kitchens • Bathrooms 

• Bedrooms • Pergolas
• Gates • Shutters 

• Internal & external doors 
• Windows 

• Bespoke furniture

Over 30 years experience 

• Refurbishment 
• Property maintenance

Please visit our website 

www.geminiserviceslanzarote.com - Contact Adam on 0034 689775058 
Email : adam@geminiserviceslanzarote.com

COMPLETE MANAGEMENT 
& MAINTENANCE SERVICES

For villa & apartment owners.
We are an established family run

company that knows the importance
of customer satisfaction.

For more info on our services visit
our website: 

www.totaldevelopments.com

Email: info@totaldevelopments.com

Tel: 928 515 020 
Mob: 628 354 887

PROPERTY SERVICES

B.E. Welding Services
bill.etchells@hotmail.com Over 30 years experience

Phone Billy for a free quote.  Prompt reliable service

Tel.: 639 916 557Tel.: 639 916 557

IS YOUR HOME 
SECURE?      
• Customized window grills 
• Security door grills 
• Iron gates & railings 
• All made to your design 

IS YOUR HOME 
SECURE?      
• Customized window grills 
• Security door grills 
• Iron gates & railings 
• All made to your design 

B.E. Welding Services

WELDING SERVICES HOME IMPROVEMENTS

626 492 701 - 928 524 013
www.lanzaroteblinds.com   

info@solysom.es Sun & Shade Blinds

Call for a visit and design ideas

We are specialists in awnings, windbreaks 
and interior window blinds

STYLISH AWNINGS
SUN & SHADE 

BLINDS

SHOWER ENCLOSURES
New in our showroom 

an elegant selection of shower screens 
Duscholux / Showerlux

MOSQUITO BLINDS

MAINTENANCE & CONSTRUCTION SERVICES
City & Guilds qualified

Property Reforms, Carpentry, Bathrooms, Kitchens, Pergolas,
 All Building works covered • Over 30 years experience

CWS Maintenance 
& Construction

 info@cwsmaintenance.com • www.cwsmaintenance.es • Find us on facebook

Call Mike for a quote

636 828 031

GRILLS AND GATES

ENTERTAINMENT PROPERTY MANAGEMENT

COURIER SERVICES
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MARKETPLACE

ROOFING SERVICES

FREE 
WRITTEN 

QUOTATIONS

in all types of
ROOF WORK & MAINTENANCE

SPECIALISTS

20+ years UK experience.
radleyroofsolutions@gmail.com  •  Find us on

www.radleyroofsolutions.com
Call  648 046 890 now 

for a professional service at an affordable price.
Calle del Catamaran, 6.  35508 Costa Teguise, Lanzarote

Lock systems with non copiable keys 
   Need a safe for your valuables? 
                      Call us - we can supply and fit
                         Digital locks, window locks, door locks, 
                           patio door locks, padlocks - 

                       LANZ LOCKS for anything lock related

For a professional locksmith service 
contact Brian on 620 896 185 or 928 845 886

www.lanzlocks.com    info@lanzlocks.com

The Lock People

MOBILE KEY
CUTTING SERVICE 

Want 1 key for all 
your locks?

Official distributor for Lanzarote

Probably the best lock cylinder on the island. 
Only you can get a copy of your key!  

NEW AND REPLACEMENT LOCKS

TEL/FAX: 928 519 252

Installers of UPVC windows, doors, 
conservatories, atrium roofs, patio & French doors. 

Complete with toughened DG units. 
All colours available.

WINDOW & CONSERVATORY SPECIALISTS

WINDOW & CONSERVATORY SPECIALISTS

WINDOW & CONSERVATORY SPECIALISTS

TEL: 928 518 663

Installers of uPVC 
Aluminium & Wood windows, doors, 

conservatories, atrium roofs, 
patio & French doors. 

Complete with toughened DG units. 
All colours available.

WINDOWS - DOORS - CONSERVATORIES

29 YEARS EXPERIENCE in Property 
Restoration, Renovations and Refurbishments.

• Kitchens • Bathrooms 
• Fincas and Apartments

• Tiling • Plastering • Decorating 
• Piedra Stone Installations • Patios 

• Landscaping • Pool Fibreing 
• Tiling and Pebble Tec Finishing.
Maintenance and Management.

Contact julian 637 832 982
Or visit www.lanzarote-builders.com

BUILDING SERVICES

Tel: 628 272 993 or 608 594 870 or Phone 928 836 868
Email: lanzadecor@yahoo.com  •  www.lanzadecor.com

Reliable and Professional

Painter and Decorator

City and Guilds Qualified

Over 30 years of experience

•  Painting Interior and Exterior  •  Wallpapering

• Restaining and varnishing woodwork

•  Also available for any household maintenance

•  References can be supplied

Quality finish at affordable pricesQuality finish at affordable prices

•  All Areas Covered

PAINTING

www.aguaclara.eu
Call Ray : 661 041 155

All the fresh water you need 
for drinking and cooking for 

only 3 cents a litre. 
Domestic and commercial

WATER 
FILTER

WAR ON PLASTIC

WATER FILTERS

TRANSPORT SERVICE BUILDING SERVICES

PEBBLE TEC
POOL FINISHES

•  Range of colours
•  Stain resistant
•  Non slip texture
•  Over 160 completed pools in
    Lanzarote & Fuerteventura
•  Skilled installers 
    with 10 yrs experience

Telephone Chris:
667 906 214

www.aquadreamspools.com

POOL SERVICES

BUILDING SERVICES

THE COMPLETE BUILDING 
& MAINTENANCE 

SERVICE
Professional 

Specialised Trades 
with 30 yrs experience. 

Call : Paul Daly
678 802 666

DALY
BUILDING SERVICES THE COMPLETE 

BUILDING & 
MAINTENANCE SERVICE
Professional Specialised Trades 

with 30 yrs experience. 
The Islands Premiere finishers

Call : Paul Daly 
678 802 666

Email:
dbslanzarote@gmail.com
Visit our website to view our work

www.dalybuildingservices.com 

DALY BUILDING SERVICES

Visit our website to view our work
www.dalybuildingservices.com 

THE COMPLETE 
BUILDING & MAINTENANCE 

SERVICE
Professional Specialised Trades with 30 yrs experience. 

The Islands Premiere finishers

Call : Paul Daly
678 802 666

Email:dbslanzarote@gmail.com

DALY

Visit our website to view our work
www.dalybuildingservices.com 

BUILDING 
SERVICES

Email:
dbslanzarote@gmail.com

Visit our website to view our work
dalybuildingservices.com 

SPANISH 
PAPERWORK

MAKING 
YOUR LIFE EASIER

• Residencias • NIE’s 
• Electric/Water 
• Social Security
• Registrations at Town Halls
        ••••• And much more…

British/Spanish speaking 
with 15 years experience

(0034) 628 015 322
info@spanishpaperwork.com
www.spanishpaperwork.com

By Handling 
All Your Spanish Dilemas!

By By ByByByByByBy HanHanHanHanHanHanHanHandlidlidlidlidlidlidlid ng ng ng ng ngngg
AAllAllAllAllAllAllA YoYoYoYoYoYoYour ur ur ur ur urur SpaSpaSpaSpaSpaSpaSpaSpa iinisnisnisnisnisnish Dh Dh Dh Dh Dh Dh Dh ileileileileileileilemasmasmasmasmasmasmas!!!!!

By Handling 
All Your Spanish Dilemas!

SPANISH PAPERWORK ALUMINIUM PRODUCTS

ALUMINIUM
DESIGN

& BUILDING SERVICES
Design to your speci�cation at a�ordable 

prices, doors, windows, pergolas, etc. 
Free planning and advice service. 

25 years experience 
of renovating property in Lanzarote.

aluminiumdesignlanzarote.com
Email: aluminiumdesignlanzarote@yahoo.es

Tel: 679 955 950

ALUMINIUM PRODUCTS
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PAINTING SERVICES MASSAGE

UPHOLSTERY CLEANING

CALL Cathy or Paul on 628 835 174

Professional cleaning 
services using injection / 
extraction machine. 
More than 22 years 
experience.

Perfect for all upholstery
• CARPETS  •  RUGS  
•  SOFAS  •  MATTRESES etc.
               Crystal Clear

CLEANING SERVICES

PLUMBER

For honest, knowledgeable and 
reliable service contact JULIE on      

928 512 472
649 053 818

Email : juliescott284@gmail.com
www.islalandscapes.com

Specialists in garden design, construction and 
maintenance, volcanic rockery, stone cladding. 

Paved garden paths and terraces, aquatic 
features, irrigation systems installed, pruning and 

ground clearance, topsoil and picón delivered, 
advice and estimates FREE, no job too small, full 

fiscal licence. 

25 years experience in Lanzarote

Isla Landscapes
Gardens 0f Distinction

LANDSCAPING AND GARDEN SERVICES

STARLIGHT
• Do you need a carer?

• Do you need a home help?
• Do you need a babysitter?

We have a team of quali�ed carers.
Reasonable rates.

CARE & BABY 
SITTING SERVICES

For a free assessment 
with no obligation

This is a registered 
company G35794155

Please 
contact us on

636 582 076
Email: starlightservicesscp@yahoo.com

CARE SERVICES

MARKETPLACE

PLUMBING & POOL SERVICES

Single …. 37 x 58

Double ….76 x 58

Triple  ….116 x 58

Lanzarote Drain Services
• Drains Unblocked
  • High Pressure Water Jetting
    • Camera Surveys & Reports
      • Sonar Drain Tracing
        • Excavations & Repairs
          • New Installations

call NOBBY  628 104 752

DRAIN SERVICES
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For Sale

Art, Decor, Antiques, 
Home, Wear, Gifts, Yurts. 
Come and visit us on 
C/Notas 15 -Villa de 
Teguise

Telephone: 

928 845 069
www.emporium.es
PIC -H.S.

Motors

Tuition & Translation

Health & Beauty

Music & Entertainment
A-Z PAPERWORK

What paperwork 
problems? 
From residencias, buying 
cars, NIEs, translating 
bank letters to police 
reports.
Tel Guy on

676 455 282
L-R.N. (04.18)

SPOTLIGHT 
Part time contract 
employment agency. 
Musicians, singers, 
dancers, DJS  & more! 
Call Lez Barber: 

+34 690 964 520
L-04.20

Personal

LANZAROTE 
FREEMASONS
Are you a freemason or 
ever thought of being 
one?
Please contact
+34 671 141 370
+44 7785 933646
malcolmwynd@hotmail.com
www.lanzarotemasons.com

B-09.20

High quality furniture. 
Everything for your home. 
Personalised service.
Delivery & Assembly
No obligation quote

Telephone:  

928 520 405
info@mueblessansimon.com
PIC -C.M.

Bathroom fixtures, 
sanitary ware, taps, 
ferreteria & large DIY 
section. 
Marble, granite, natural & 
volcanic stone. 
All available and cut to 
size. 
Free estimates

Tel: 928 524 233
www.indelasa.com

PIC -C.M.

Interior Design Projetct
Integral Reform
Sale of furniture, 
Decoration and Lighting 

Telephone:

928 521 413
www.pabloramosbaldi.com
PIC -B.F. (01.19)

IF YOU CAN’T SPEAK
SPANISH
and need help with: 
residencias, hospital 
visits, notaries, etc.

Call  Helen

646 777 833   : ) 
B-0.20

ITV PLAYA HONDA
Our highly qualified staff 
together with the latest 
technology, makes ITV 
Playa Honda the perfect 
centre for your next 
vehicle inspection.

Call  
928 582 555
B-B.F. (01.19)

MIOPTICA
OPTICAL CENTER
Ask for your varifocal, 
bifocal or transition 
lenses.
Contact lenses.
Make an appointment.
Free eye test
Playa Blanca
928 518 605 
B-B.F.

Simple innovative 
solutions for a better way 
of living.

Telephone:  

928 521 387 or
+34 696 285 530 
info@biomeco.es

www.biomeco.es
PIC -B.F.

SOL Y SOMBRA
We are specialists in 
awnings, windbreaks 
and interior window 
blinds

Call for a visit and design ideas:   

626 492 701
928 524 013
B-J.F.

An emporium of local 
goods and souvenirs, 
unique pieces of art and 
jewellery handmade in 
the Canary Islands, and 
eco-friendly products.

Telephone:  

+34 696 285 530
info@emporiocanario.com

www.emporiocanario.com
PIC -B.F.

BIRDS FOR SALE
Diamante male + female
6€ each

Call:  649 053 818 
B-J.F.

CARS WANTED
Any condition. MOT 
failers. Cash paid
Tel Alan:

689 693 728
L-

Classifieds Email: classified@gazettelife.com - Classifieds from 0.70€

CARMEN AUTOS
Servicing and repairs on 
all makes and model of 
vehicle.
You will get: 
honest advice, friendly 
service and professional 
workmanship with no 
gimmicks or hidden 
extras; AFFORDABLE 
prices to keep your car 
on the road 

Call  
928 513 182
B-B.F. (01.20)

CARAMELOS JOSEFINA 
IN TÍAS
Stunning chocolate & 
sweet Bouquet Gifts for 
every occasion. Your 
favourite traditional 
British sweets in jars!
Call:   

+34 928 689 294
B-B.F.

The Euro Coin Operated 
Electronic meter
Save Electricity and be 
Eco-Friendly

Contact us for more info:  

928 519 719 or
UK  0115 714 8288 

PIC -B.F.

OPEL ADAM 1.4
2014. 
111,000 kms. 
ITV until April 2021.
Small side panel damage 
hence the price.
4,500€ or nearest offer
Telephone:  
+34 634 608 947

PIC-J.F.

BMW 225XE HYBRID 
Fully equipped. 
Like new. 
3,280 km only.
List price 47,000€
Offer 36,000€ 
Please call:  

606 835 590
L-08.20

DR. MAGER
Medical examination & 
Treatment
General Medicine
Internal Medicine
Gyneacology, Surgery, 
Urology, Dermatology, 
Pediatrics, Physiotherapy
Telephone: 
928 512 611
info@lanzamedic.com

Emergency Phone:

649 973 366
PIC -B.F.

Physiotherapy Centre

Physiotherapy, 
Rehabilitation, 
Acupuncture.
Massages: Deep tissue + 
triggerpoints, Relaxing, 
Lymphatic Drainage. 
Half hour 20€
Full hour 40€
Gift vouchers available
For appointment call

928 515 836
amaya_barr@hotmail.com

PIC-B.F.

STUDIO MB
We offer a wide range 
of Unisex hairdressing 
services from precision 
cut, custom 
colouring, specialized 
hair treatments, Brazilian 
straightening, etc.
Please contact
+34 928 909 750
+34 665 781 865
www.studio-mb.es

B-B.F.

Catering

DELICIOUS 
HOMEMADE
Mexican food by 
authentic chef to your 
villa
Please contact
+34 672 748 020
B-09.20

ANGLICAN PARISH
Church services: 
Every Sunday  at 12.30 
pm in Puerto del Carmen
Sundays, Sept 13 and 
27 at 5.00 pm in Playa 
Blanca
Online services

For more info see our 
main ad
Chaplain, Revd Canon Stan 
Evans:  

606 835 590
L-08.20

ALCOHOLICS 
ANONYMOUS
Los Lirios recovery group
Website:
www.aaloslirios.org
Telephone: 

+34 655 835 411
L-03.21
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Property Management

Plumbing

PLUMBER
UK QUALIFIED
All plumbing works 
Heaters & pumps 
repaired + property 
maintenance. 
No job too small
Call Peter:  
636 611 408
PIC-09.20

Lanzarote Drain 
Services

BLOCKED?
Toilets, baths/showers, 
sinks, drains, etc. 
Unblocked Fast
Call Nobby: 

628 104 752
PIC-07.20

DOULTON WATER 
FILTER
All the fresh water you 
need for drinking and 
cooking for only 3 cents 
a litre. Domestic and 
commercial
WAR ON PLASTIC
www.aguaclara.eu
661 041 155
L- 07.20

PEST CONTROL
Offers professional 
services from residential 
and commercial pest 
control. 
All work is guaranteed
Call Alex on

689 085 508
B-12.19

General Services

EXCLUSIVE CANARIAN 
SUPPLIER OF FR3000 
Polyurethane roofing system, 
20 year guarantee
Free consultation
Roof coatings
Rob:  
+34 683 335 147
Lloyd:  
+34 659 179 792
info@futuroroof.com
PIC -H.S.

ELITE VILLA 
MANAGEMENT
Our services include:
property management, 
villa cleaning, villa 
maintenance, pool 
& spa maintenance, 
gardening, laundry, 
holiday letting, property 
sale, construction, 
administration
Call:  

928 518 980
info@elitevillamanagement.com

B-H.S

No pool too big or small
For free quotation
Call Graham on:

676 010 200
B-01.21

TEL/FAX: 928 518 663

WINDOW & CONSERVATORY SPECIALISTS

Installers of UPVC windows, doors, conservatories, atrium roofs, patio & 
French doors. Complete with toughened DG units. All colours available.

WINDOW & CONSERVATORY SPECIALISTS

WE SUPPLY 
AND FIT SOLAR
polycarbonate to your 
existing pergola. No 
painting or refelting ever 
again. No maintenance 
required and comes with 
a 10 year guarantee. 
Telephone:  
928 518 663
PIC-J.F.

PLUMB CRAZY 
PLUMBER & POOL 
ENGINEER
Over 30 yrs experience in
* Domestic plumbing
* Bathrooms conversions
* Kitchen fitting
* Tiling 
* Small building works 
* Painting 
* Pool & Spa maintenance
Reliable service.
No call out too small.
Call Steve Thacker:

669 663 602
928 520 640
L-09.20

PLUMBING SERVICES
Over 35 years experience
Fully insured and reliable
Bathrooms
Kitchens
Water Heaters
Pumps
Tiling
No job too small
Contact Kevin: 

663 862 073
678 794 013
kb4maintenance@gmail.com
L-J.F. 

Full Property 
Management
Service from the PB 
experts.
24hr service
Reforms undertaken
Professional team
www.fplanzarote.com  

PIC-B.F.

Building Allied Trades

CORGI GAS/PLUMBER
UK qualified. All works 
undertaken Heaters and 
pumps repaired. 
+ property maintenance.
Call Peter:

636 611 408
B-09.20

Gas

RFT PROPERTY 
MAINTENANCE
All types of 
refurbishments from small 
to large jobs including:
*General Maintenance
*Refurbishments *Tiling
*Fitted Kitchens 
*Bathrooms *Pergolas
*Aluminium Windows etc
Call:

+ 34 637 405 440
Email: andyrft@gmail.com
L- B.F.

B.E WELDING
Is your home secure?
* Customized window 
grills
* Security door grills
* Iron gates & railings
* All made to your design
Telephone: 
639 916 557 
Facebook:
B.E. Welding Services
L- J.F

TEL/FAX: 928 518 663

WINDOW & CONSERVATORY SPECIALISTS

Installers of UPVC windows, doors, conservatories, atrium roofs, patio & 
French doors. Complete with toughened DG units. All colours available.

WINDOW & CONSERVATORY SPECIALISTS

WINDOW & 
CONSERVATORY 
SPECIALISTS
Installer of uPVC 
Alluminium & wood 
windows, doors, 
conservatories, atrium 
roofs, patio & French 
doors. Complete with 
toughened DG units. 
All colours available 
Telephone:  
928 518 663
PIC-J.F.

Classifieds

PLUMBING - TILING -
Painting - Refurbishment
We speak German, 
Spanish & English
Call Kay:

636 384 397
L- 07.20

STOP SMOKING 
IN ONE SESSION

Jim Loughrill MIAEBP
Clinical Hypnotherapist
Smoking Cessation
Specialist
Call: 
0034 676 453 135
Email:

ready2stop@outlook.com

FREE Initial Consultation
B-07.20

RENOVATION / 
REFURBISHMENT 
AND MAINTENANCE 
SERVICES
Exterior/interior painting 
and decorating, garden 
design and construction, 
kitchen/bathroom 
design and installation, 
tiling, joinery, plumbing, 
electrics, flooring.
Pressure washing 
cleaning service now 
available.
Small jobs welcome!
Over 30 years experience. 
Reliable and trustworthy.
From small property 
repairs to full 
refurbishment contact 
Graham for a free 
competitive quotation on
674 935 127
or email

graham_refurbishments@aol.com
L-J.F. 

REGENERATIVE 
TREATMENT
100% effective.
Removes cellulitis and 
reduces the abdomen
Revitalises skin and 
smooths out wrinkles
Call 
+34 622 010 801
to book an appointment

B-J.F.

MOBILITY AIDS
Scooters, wheelchairs 
powered or self propelled, 
hydrolic hoists, bath & 
toilet aids. Delivery & 
collection included
Please contact Roy on: 

606 754 342 
L-J.F. 

PERSONAL TRAINING
Whatever your age, 
shape or fitness level! 
Individual & group 
sessions
Holidays & fitness breaks
For more information call Mitch: 

928 529 854
618 498 662 
L-B.F.

JAM VILLA 
MANAGEMENT 
SERVICES
Pool cleaning - Holiday 
or private residential 
pools
Villa cleaning
Villa management 24/7
Call out service
Call:

Jenny: 

+ 34 662 688 351
Martyn: 

+ 34 662 688 371
www.jammanagement.eu

B-B.F.

FLOORCARE 
LANZAROTE

MAURIZIO PIETROBON

Professional floor tile and 
grout cleaning.
Marble polishing
Repair works.
Telephone:  
642 170 866
www.floorcarelanzarote.com
PIC-09.20

Total solutions for systems 
of PVC, aluminium and 
glass.
Wide range of products 
produced with the highest 
quality.

Telephone: 

928 817 114
aluminio@cepal.com.es
PIC -C.M.
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CWS MAINTENANCE 
& CONSTRUCTION
Property reforms, 
carpentry, bathrooms, 
kitchens, pergolas. 
All building works 
covered. 
Over 30 yrs experience
Call Mike for a quote

636 828 031
L- J.F.

More than 15 years of 
experience in designing 
and manufacturing - 
PVC Carpentry, Metal 
Structures, Metallic 
Carpentry, Aluminium 
Carpentry, Glazing 
Services & Commercial 
Distribution. See main ad 
in the magazine

Call us:
928 817 114
680 448 584

www.cepal.com.es
PIC-B.F.

WE MANUFACTURE, 
SUPPLY & INSTALL
powder coated 
aluminium windows, 
doors, pergolas, shutters 
and mosquito nets. 
Fast - Efficient & Reliable 
Service.
theallyshop@gmx.com
Telephone:  
928 524 597
PIC-B.F.

ALUMINIUM DESIGN & 
BUILDING SERVICES

Design to your 
specification at 
affordable prices; doors, 
windows, pergolas, 
conservatories, etc. 
Free planning & advice 
service. 
25 years experience of 
renovating property in 
Lanzarote.
Telephone:  
679 955 950
aluminiumdesignlanzarote@
yahoo.es
aluminiumdesignlanzarote.com
P-J.F. 

Financial Services

Legal Services

ASG LAWYERS
Premier legal firm for 
EU residents, ex-pats 
and investors. 25 yrs 
experience, bilingual 
staff, qualified and reliable 
professionals at your 
service.
Tel: (0034) 928 806 363

info@asginterconsulting.es

L- C.M.

IZQUIERDO Y DE LA 
CUEVA LAWYERS
Spanish wills and advice 
on English wills
Conveyancing and 
transfers of lease
Personal liability. 
Litigation. 
Family law. 
Specialists in Holiday 
letting laws
Telephone:
(0034) 928 815 262

info@lanzarotelawyers.com

L- J.F.

CLEAR INDEPENDENT 
FINANCIAL ADVICE
on: Modelo 720 
‘Asset declaration, 
Cross Border Tax 
Planning, QROPS, 
QNUPS, Inheritance 
and Succession Tax, 
Pensions, Investments.
For free consultation 
contact
Ian Whitby:  
634 706 748
George Whitby:
965 020 444
Email: info@logicfc.com
www.logicfinancialconsultants.
com
PIC-R.N.

ELECTRICIAN
English-born Spanish 
qualified. 
No job too small. 
Fault finding, extra 
sockets to full rewire. 
Bulletins. 
Free quotations
Sean

615 179 233
L- 02.20

ELECTRICIAN
UK QUALIFIED
NICEIC + 17th Edition 
Installation & repairs, 
heaters & pumps 
repaired. 
No job too small.
Call Peter:  
636 611 408
PIC-09.20

Electrician

Painter/Handyman

HANDY TANDY
Tiling, interior & exterior, 
painting, joinery work, 
flat packs assembled. 
Property maintenance. 
Any odd jobs large or 
small
Call Richard

638 734 491
L- 09.20

QUALIFIED PAINTER 
& DECORATOR
Playa Blanca
All aspects covered. 
Fully qualified NVQ 
level 1, 2, 3 painter and 
decorator 
Lee Womersley
655 781 735
leewomersley@yahoo.co.uk
L- 09.20

RELIABLE 
PROFESSIONAL 
PAINTER/DECORATOR
City & guids qualified with 
30 years experience. 
Also available for 
maintenance jobs etc. 
References can be 
supplied. Prompt and 
reasonable. 
Contact me for free quote
Keith:  628 272 993
608 594 870
lanzadecor@yahoo.com
L- 09.20

WE CAN FIND 
A SOLUTION
to get rid of your tax and 
paperwork headaches 
for residents & 
non-residents. A 
professional service from 
a  simple NIF application 
to setting up a company 
with tax declarations.
928 513 311
928 513 300
www.ebfconsulting.com
PIC-R.N.

Locks opened, windows 
& doors repaired. + 
property maintenance.
Call Peter:  
636 611 408
PIC-09.20

LOCKSMITH 
UK REGISTERED

Locksmith

Door opening. Lock 
replacement and repair. 
UK security products 
available.
Call Brian: 
928 845 886
620 896 185
PIC-J.F.

Pools/Jacuzzis

*Solar pool covers
*Salt Chlorinators
*Pool liners
*Pool & Spa Chemicals
*Desjoyaux Parts
*Astral Pool Parts
All pool covers are made 
measure and cut on site 
to match the shape of 
your pool.
Telephone:

928 518 980
info@mvplanzarote.com
PIC-J.F.

GENERAL 
PLUMBING SERVICES
Hot water thermos, 
pumps repaired & 
replaced. 
All your plumbing 
requirements catered 
for. Swimming pool 
maintenance & cleaning. 
Aljibe and swimming 
pool laminate lining. 
Domestic water and 
swimming pool leak 
detection and repairs.
Tel Sean:  
669 399 403
B-J.F.

Cleaning

UPHOLSTERY 
CLEANING
professional cleaning 
services using 
injection/extraction 
machine - perfect for 
upholstery, sofas, rugs, 
car interiors, bar stools, 
etc.
Call Crystal Clear on:

628 835 174
L- 09.20

TOTAL DEVELOPMENTS
Professional cleaning 
services
Telephone:

628 354 887
L- J.F

All types fo glass projects 
for interiors and exteriors. 
Mirrors, range of shower 
screens, shelves railings, 
glass doors (sliding and 
folding)
High quality service.

Call us:
928 844 813

www.cristaleriamanaglass.es
PIC-B.F.

Classifieds Email: classified@gazettelife.com - Classifieds from 0.70€

LANZAROTE ABOGADOS
*Unfair Spanish mortgage 
clauses
*Mortgages “floor 
clauses”
*Refund mortgage costs
*Family law
*Criminal law
*Conveyancing
*Official translations
*Spanish wills
Tel: 928 816 513

erardo@lanzaroteabogados.com

L- B.F.

ASR BUILDING
Maintenance Contractor
Joinery, building, tiling, 
timber decking, garden 
design, plastering, 
plumbing, painting, 
decorating and more
Call Tony for a free quote

+44 7879 055 185
 or email

asrbuildingco@gmail.com
L- J.F.
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SICK COMPUTER?
Call the doctor! 
Virus removal, repairs and 
upgrades. 
Systems built to order. 
Web design and hosting. 
All credit cards accepted
Phone:  

696 473 446
Web:  compdoc.es
L-07.20

MAN WITH A VAN
Large van for removals, 
deliveries and 
collections. 
Any size of load.
Storage available.
Tel Brian:  

928 514 497
606 823 718
B-07.20

Transport/Hire

Property for Sale

MANDRAGORA 
GARDEN
Natural and artificial 
grass. Garden design.
Tel: 
659 812 753
L-B.F.

Home & Garden

PROFESSIONAL 
PALM TREE 
MAINTENANCE
Certified with licence 
Nº 2342. 
For free advice and quotations 

call Raul, 

686 846 958 
(English)
655 683 272 
(Spanish)
or visit our Instagram or 

Facebook:

canariensislanzarote
L- 07.20

LANZAROTE BIKE 
SENSATIONS
Visit our shop in C.C. 
Los Arcos - Puerto del 
Carmen for bike rentals, 
sales and repairs:
New and second hand 
bikes 
Repairs: mechanic and 
equipment 
Check for rental prices, 
tour days availability and 
reservations
Telephone: 

+ 34 928 511 301
www.bikesensations.com

B-B.F. (01.19)

Miscellaneous

HOUSE LANZAROTE
Thinking of selling?
Call for a free no 
obligation valuation of 
your property.
Telephone:

928 596 220
www.houselanzarote.com

L- B.F. (01.19)

THE TOTAL 
LANZAROTE 
RELOCATION SERVICE
*Door to door
*Full range of packing 
materials
*Storage UK and 
Fuerteventura
*Free House surveys for 
relocations
Tel:  

928 344 580
Mob:  

666 504 625
Email: 
info@woodsidecargosl.com
www.woodsidecargosl.com
Find us on Facebook
B-J.F.

Wanted

WE BUY HOUSEHOLD
Furniture, bric a brac, 
tools, etc
Tel Alan: 

689 693 728
B-01.20

Over 15 years of local 
experience with a 
multi-lingual team & local 
based offices. We offer 
real estate, building, 
maintenance and rentals. 
We are actively searching 
for new properties to sell. 
Call us today to market 
your property.
Telephone:

928 349 232
info@fplanzarote.com  
PIC-B.F.

OPTIMA ESTATE
We are always looking 
for properties to sell in 
and around Playa 
Blanca. 
We help you buy that 
perfect property.

Please call

+34 620 803 510
+34 928 519 383
info@optimaestate.com

B-J.F.

Pets

ISLA LANDSCAPES
Specialists in garden 
design, construction and 
maintenance, volcanic 
rockery, stone cladding. 
Paved garden paths and 
terraces, aquatic features, 
irrigation systems 
installed, pruning and 
ground clearance.
FREE estimates, no 
job too small, full fiscal 
licence.
25 years experience in 
Lanzarote
Contact Julie on:

928 512 472
649 053 818
L- J.F. 

GREEN AS GRASS
No. 1 artifical grass 
company in the Canaries.
Can be applied to any 
surface. Great around 
pools & Spas to avoid 
slipping
Please contact Lucy on:

696 270 282
or Peter on

625 946 159
gagcanaries@hotmail.com

L- J.F.

HOUSE IN MACHER
150 sqm built on a 
massive plot of 3100 m 
with terrace.
Great central location.
Price: 295,000€
Telephone:

696 125 597
PIC-J.F.

Veterinary Services
Diagnosis
Treatments
Vaccinations
Microchips
Surgery Etc.
Dog and cat grooming
Telephone:  

928 070 421
603 649 020
PIC-J.F.

Computing

Sell Your property with 
the most trusted estate 
agent.
Free valuation, video 
tour, professional photos, 
international portals, 
social media marketing, 
property alert, For sale 
sign, email notification 
and now Roper Lawyers.
Call today

0034 828 667 472
PDC OFFICES 
PIC-B.F.

VETERINARIA TIAS
GP, Certificates
Surgery, laboratory, 
microchip, passport, 
checkups, vaccinations
Dog and cat grooming
Telelphone: 
928 833 990
629 356 514

L- B.F. 

Classifieds  Email: classified@gazettelife.com - Classifieds from 0.70€

TIAS
2 bedroomed villa in 
quiet area. Close to all 
amenities with kitchen, 
lounge/dining area, 
terrace, swimming pool. 
Easy to maintain.
Price: 
340,000€
Contact:

928 524 973
928 527 359
L- 08.20

109 MTRS LOCAL
Centro Comercial 
Maritimo in Puerto del 
Carmen. Offers 200,000€
Telephone:

928 527 161
L- 08.20

INSURANCE
Best prices ever for your 
car, house, health & 
commercial insurance. 
No claims bonus 
respected.

Veronica on

928 801 985
928 801 929
676 217 329
After 2.00 pm
928 845 348
B-09.20

RONN BALLANTINE
THE VILLA 
PHOTOGRAPHER
Shooting villas & 
apartments in Lanzarote 
for 25 years
Contact:

+34 606 855 907
ronnbphotos@gmail.com
www.ronn-ballantyne.com

L- 07.20

TEGUISE
BROKER

General insurances
Call Emily & Gabriella
Telephone:

928 504 239
619 641 164 
teguisebroker@gmail.com
www.teguisebroker.com
PIC-B.F.

LOCATION 
LANZAROTE
We are one of the 
longest established real 
estate agencies on the 
island, and we have one 
of the largest 
collections of properties 
in Lanzarote.

For more information please call

928 827 257
www.location-lanzarote.com
B-B.F.

Insurance

insurance
928 517 709 
678 451 168
www.fia-lanzarote.com
PIC-R.N.

PET’S PARADISE
Pet shop
Grooming & boarding
Training
Playa Blanca
Call or WhatsApp for 

appointments:  

+34 648 646 973
B-B.F.
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AIRPORT 
Iberia General Info ...................901 111500
Aena General Info ....................928 846000
Flight Information ....................928 846001
Thomson..................................928 516930

AYUNTAMIENTOS
Arrecife ....................................928 812750
Haria ........................................928 835251
San Bartolome .........................928 520657
Teguise ....................................928 845001
Tias ..........................................928 833619
Tinajo .......................................928 840021
Yaiza ........................................928 836220
Lanzarote Cabildo ...................928 810100

BRITISH SCHOOLS
British School of Lanzarote .....928 810085
Colegio Europeo Daos ............928 515818
Colegio Hispano Británico .......928 173066
Colegio Arenas ........................928 590835
Queen’s School (Playa Blanca)
.................................................928 518899

CHEMIST
Puerto del Carmen  .................928 513207
Puerto del Carmen (Old Town) 928 512282
Playa Blanca ............................928 518942
Costa Teguise (CC Jablillo) ......928 826628
Costa Teguise (Islas Canarias) 928 590423

CHURCHES
Anglican Chaplain....................928 514241
Family Church .........................618 186755
Christian Worship Centre ........620 309684
Sunday Worship.......................630 175810
Pastor Norwegian Church .......616 407693

CONSULATES
Britain ......................................928 262508
Ireland ......................................928 815262
Germany ..................................928 491880

CREDIT CARDS - LOST OR STOLEN?
4B ............................................902 114400
AMEX .......................................900 814500
Visa International .....................900 991124

EMERGENCY SERVICES
Police, Fire, Ambulances ......................112
Spanish Emergency Services ...............061
Red Cross (Ambulance) ...........928 812222

FERRIES
Naviera Armas .........................902 220225
Fred Olsen ...............................928 517266
Líneas Romero ........................928 842055

GAZETTE LIFE OFFICES
Reception.................................928 093823
Mobile......................................621 274473
Website .....................www.gazettelife.com

MEDICAL SERVICES 
British Surgery Lanzarote ........928 514274
OR FREEPHONE .....................900 811555
Hospital Arrecife ......................928 595000
Alcoholics Anonymous ............638 484113
Dr. Mager Clinic .......................928 512611
Hospiten Lanzarote .................928 596100
Overeaters Anonymous ...........662 116415

POLICE
Arrecife ....................................928 811317
Haría ........................................928 835252
San Bartolome .........................928 520712
Teguise ....................................928 845252
Tias ..........................................928 834101
Yaiza ........................................928 830107

POST OFFICES
Costa Teguise ...........................928 827268  
Playa Blanca ............................928 518389
Puerto del Carmen ..................928 510381

TAXI RANKS
Airport ......................................928 520176
Arrecife ....................................928 800806
Haría ........................................620 315350
Teguise/Costa Teguise ............928 524223
Puerto del Carmen/Tías...........928 524220
San Bartolomé .........................928 520176
Tinajo .......................................928 840049
Yaiza/Playa Blanca ..................928 524222

TELEPHONE (MOVISTAR)
Faults .................................................. 1002
Directory Enquiries ..........................  11811
International Directories ................... 11825

TOURIST INFORMATION - LANZAROTE
Arrecife ....................................928 813174
Costa Teguise ..........................928 592542
Puerto del Carmen ..................928 513351
Playa Blanca ............................928 518150

TOURIST INFORMATION - 7 ISLANDS
Lanzarote  ................................928 820704
El Hierro ...................................922 550302
Fuerteventura ..........................928 860604
Gran Canaria ...........................928 771550
La Gomera ...............................922 870281
La Palma ..................................922 423340
Tenerife ....................................928 635192

TRANSPORT
ITV Station (MOT) ....................928 582555
Intercity Bus ............................928 811522

UTILITIES
Endesa (Electricity) ..................800 760909
Canal Gestión (Water) ..............928 814400
Iberdrola ..................................900 225235

VETS
Jane Burke.......928 513895 or 649 910784 

Telephone
Numbers

Need
toKnow

BACK TO SCHOOL
This strange and bewildering year saw children 
leave their schools for lockdown in March. Half a 
year later they’ll return to a very different scenario 
(see our feature on pages 12 and 13, but certain 
things will remain the same. Here’s how to ensure 
everything’s in place for the new school year.

CHECK YOUR CHILD IS REGISTERED
Give the school a buzz and ensure that your children are 
registered for the new school year. This should have been 
done before the summer, but there was the little problem of  
the lockdown then. 

MEALS AND TRANSPORT
Find out what provision for school meals and school transport 
is available early on. There should be room for everyone in 
the dining room and bus, but you know how it is. 

GET UNIFORMS
Find out what uniforms and sports equipment are required. 
Some schools and some age groups don’t need them at all. 
The school will often provide recommended suppliers, but 
that doesn’t mean you shouldn’t shop around elsewhere. 

TEXT BOOKS
Spanish schools charge parents for text books and materials. 
This bill arrives at the start of  the first term and will usually 
account for at least €200. There are grants available for 
poorer families, but you need to get on that right away.

ACCESSORIES
Spanish schoolkids often resemble wartime refugees , carrying 
immensely heavy backpacks of  books on their shoulders.  You’ll 
need a strong, tough bag; and you’ll also need to get some 
tough footwear for kids, especially younger ones. Lanzarote 
does not go easy on shoe leather at the best of  times.

CHECK UPS
Book an appointment with your child’s pediatrician to ensure 
all jabs are up-to-date and the kid’s in good health. It’s also 
a great idea to book dentists and optician’s appointments. 
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You were holidaying here before the likelihood of a countrywide 
lockdown was announced. That must have been an uncertain time?
Our feelings changed quite dramatically; we had been apprehensive before the 
holiday as we dreaded it would have been cancelled due to the virus. But at that 
time it was a small story. 

We had jokingly listed which hotels we could camp in if  we had to stay on for a 
couple of  days. However, things suddenly became very real when we were told 
not to leave our hotel room unless it was for food or exercise. 

No one expected the virus to bring the world to a standstill. What 
was the feeling amongst other holidaymakers? 
We all expected it was a minor blip and we’d be back on our way home soon 
enough, despite the panic in the UK. The feeling from the residents seemed 
similar. We got talking to a waiter, he seemed to shrug off any concerns saying, 
“Lanzarote has different laws”. He wasn’t concerned whatsoever!

One of the photos you’ve submitted is of a plane taking off. When 
was this? Was the airport busy at this time?
The picture was taken on the first day of  the lockdown, the 14th. The planes 
just kept coming in. At one point there were six planes taking off one after 

Dave Burton and his partner were enjoying their 
holiday on Lanzarote when the lockdown happened, 
and the couple were among the last departures 
from Lanzarote before the island went into total 
lockdown. Shay Rourke spoke to him.

DAVE BURTON

THE LAST FLIGHT HOME

another with 2-minute intervals.

Could you see the lockdown beginning to take effect? 
There was a feeling of  change when I walked down to the seafront, no one 
on the beaches (apart from a keen swimmer taking his chances), restaurants 
shutting and local police taping off commercial streets.

When it was your time to fly home, was the airport busy? 

It was crammed! The busiest I have ever seen it. The use of  masks had 
started to pick up, but they were still the minority. Other than some tourists 
choosing to wear masks, there were no safety measures at all. Tensions were 
high in the queues with plenty of  impatient passengers desperate to go 
home. The airport wasn’t short of  arguments, that’s for sure! 

We all had to wait our turn to fly, ours took a very tiring 36 hours. 
There were three flights with our carrier, and we were on the last one. 
We were lucky, though. Some flights were being cancelled as we waited 
in the airport. 

Was your flight empty or full?
The flight was around midday and was full. In the end it was just a normal 
scheduled flight out of  Lanzarote, albeit the last one. We were both relieved 
and saddened to step on onto the plane and watch Lanzarote get smaller as 
we ascended into the clouds.

Despite all of  this, we will continue to come back to Lanzarote year on year. 
We’ve got a week booked at the beginning of  September and we’re keeping 
our fingers firmly crossed.

YOUR PHOTOS, YOUR STORY 

Do you have any photographs with stories behind them that would like to share? Email us at: digital@gazettelife.com.

One of  the last Easyjet planes arrives.

Bathing forbidden!
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H:  01:34     2.5
L:   07:37     0.6
H: 13:45     2.8
L:   20:04     0.4
H:  02:07     2.6
L:  08:10     0.5
H: 14:19     2.8
L:   20:35     0.4
H: 02:38     2.6
L:  08:42     0.5
H:  14:50     2.8
L:  21:06     0.4
H:  03:08     2.6
L:  09:12     0.5
H:  15:21     2.8
L:  21:35     0.5
H: 03:38     2.6
L:   09:43     0.5
H:  15:51     2.7
L:   22:05     0.6
H:  04:08     2.5
L:  10:14     0.6
H: 16:23     2.6
L:   22:36     0.7
H:  04:40     2.4
L:  10:47     0.8
H:  16:56     2.4
L:  23:09     0.8
H:  05:14     2.3
L:   11:24     0.9
H: 17:33     2.2
L:  23:47     1.0

H:  05:56     2.2
L:   12:10     1.1
H: 18:21     2.1

L:  00:36     1.2
H:  06:51     2.0
L:  13:15     1.2
H: 19:31     1.9
L:  01:49     1.3
H:  08:12     2.0
L:  14:46     1.3
H: 21:07     1.9
L:  03:22     1.3
H:  09:44     2.0
L:  16:16     1.1
H:  22:32     2.0
L: 04:42     1.1
H:  10:56     2.2
L:  17:21     0.9
H:  23:32     2.2

L:  05:39     0.9
H:  11:50     2.5
L:   18:11     0.7

H:  00:20     2.5
L:   06:26     0.7
H:  12:36     2.8
L:   18:55     0.4

H:  01:02     2.7
L:   07:08     0.4
H:  13:18     3.0
L:  19:36     0.2
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22

23

24

25

26

27

28

29

30

31

H:  01:43     2.9
L:   07:50     0.2
H:  13:59     3.2
L:   20:16     0.1
H:  02:23     3.0
L:   08:30     0.1
H:  14:40     3.2
L:   20:57     0.0
H:  03:03     3.0
L:   09:11     0.1
H:  15:21     3.2
L:   21:37     0.1
H:  03:44     3.0
L:   09:54     0.2
H:  16:04     3.0
L:   22:20     0.3
H: 04:27     2.8
L:  10:39     0.4
H:  16:50     2.8
L:   23:05     0.5
H:  05:14     2.6
L:  11:29     0.6
H: 17:41     2.5
L:   23:56     0.8

H:  06:09     2.4
L:   12:30     0.9
H:  18:45     2.2

L:  00:59     1.1
H:  07:18     2.2
L:  13:51     1.1
H:  20:12     2.0
L:  02:26     1.2
H:  08:49     2.1
L:   15:29     1.1
H:  21:51     2.0
L:   04:00     1.2
H:  10:18     2.2
L:   16:52     1.0
H:  23:08     2.1

L:  05:12     1.1
H:  11:23     2.4
L:   17:50     0.8

H:  00:00     2.3
L:   06:02     0.9
H:  12:11     2.5
L:   18:32     0.7
H:  00:40     2.4
L:   06:42     0.8
H:  12:49     2.7
L:   19:07     0.6
H:  01:12     2.6
L:   07:16     0.6
H:  13:22     2.8
L:  19:38     0.5 

Day Hour Metres  Day Hour Metres

Tide Tables for Arrecife, Lanzarote. Height are in metres. 
(Times may vary by a few minutes around the island)

September 2020

H=High Tide   L=Low Tide

Tide Times
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Quarter Moon

New 
Moon

Full 
Moon

First
Quarter Moon
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September is the month when 
I take my holidays and here in 
Lanzarote we usually see the bluest 
skies, stunning sunsets and plenty 
of  sunshine. The sea temperature 
is also just lovely as it has had all of  
summer to soak up the sunshine. 
I reported last year that both 
Tropical Storm Gabrielle and 
Lorenzo made their way across the 
Atlantic, luckily for us the only side-
effect was some warmer weather at 
the end of  the month, thanks to 
the anticyclone pushing up some 

warmer tropical air our way.

Tropical storms and hurricanes 
do peak in the Atlantic this time 
of  year, mostly starting off the 
coast of  the Cape Verde islands 
which are situated to the South 
of  us, Usually they follow a 
trajectory taking them towards 
the Caribbean and America, and 
so away from our shores.

Temperatures in September are 
always pleasant. The trade winds 
tend to drop away and we can 
see highs exceeding 30 degrees, 
particularly if  there is a calima. 
Nights remain warm, often in the 
low twenties.  Last year we saw a 
little rain - not common at all for 
September, but we finished with 
highs of  32 and a real feel of  35 
degrees, so here’s hoping for a 
repeat of  that.

Follow @TerrieWeatherLanzarote on Facebook for 
Weekly weather videos and daily posts!

September 2020

Weather 
Watch

What to Expect in September

    Day Time Temps
28°C (Ranges from 25°C to 30°C) 

Night Time Temps 
Average 21°C (ranges from 19°C to 22°C)

Sunshine Hours 
9 hours

Sea Temp 
22°C

Rain  
0 days
 
Wind 
Up to 25kph 

with Terrie 
Weather
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Mosquito Nets:
Fixed - Roll down - Sliding

C/ Matorral, 6–Tias. Tel: 928 524 597    Open: Monday to Friday 8am - 5pm  

Up to date machinery for manufacturing
and construction of aluminium products

 email : theallyshop@gmx.com  •  www.theallyshop.com

TWO COLOUR
ALUMINIUM FRAMES

Interior & Exterior
   Factory produced - 

        powder coating

We manufacture, supply & install 
powder coated aluminium windows, 

doors, pergolas, shutters 
and mosquito nets

Also fly screen doors

FAST 
EFFICIENT 

& RELIABLE 
SERVICE

Find us 
in the 

Tias Map 
No. 1
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Aries
(21 MAR - 19 APR) 

Oi, wake up, Aries! Yes you! You’ve been in a 
world of  your own recently, and while that has 

been fun and fruitful, now’s the time to come back 
down to Planet Earth. There’s loved ones who need 

attention and a bit of  paperwork to sort out. 

Taurus
(20 APRIL – 20 MAY)
If  you think this month is uneventful, then you’re 
not approaching it correctly, Taurus, look closer, 
pay attention to detail, think before you speak and 
be considerate, and you’ll reveal a world of  small, 
intense and deeply rewarding pleasures.   

Gemini
(21 MAY TO 20 JUNE)
Normally, taking risks works for you, Gemini, 
but this month it’s best not to try anything too 

daring. Flashy new dance moves may leave you 
flat on your face, but if  you just keep things simple and 

stick to what you do best, you’ll impress.

Cancer
(21 JUNE TO 22 JULY) 
You’re zinging this month, Cancer, full of  an 
exciting new energy that you don’t quite know 
how to harness. Don’t worry – soon you’ll 
find the right opportunity to let it all out, and 
until then, just enjoy the bubbling sense of  
potential and anticipation. 

Leo
(21 JULY TO 22 AUG)
Make sure you get enough sleep this month, Leo. You’ll 
need the energy for a month that will be hectic both 
personally and professionally. It’s going to be a lot of  
fun, but you need to make sure you’re in good shape to 

deal with all the crazy that comes your way.  

Virgo
(23 AUG TO 22 SEPT) 
You don’t generally work with a broad brush, Virgo, 
but this month you’ll need to skip some of  the 
details if  you want to get something done. The 
good news is that, as you’re such a stickler for 
detail, you’ll know which ones you can skip.  

Horoscopes
BY CLAIRVOYANT SHONA LANGHOLM

Scorpio
(23 OCT TO 21 NOV)
You’ve always been more of  “once bitten, twice shy” 
type than an “if  at first you don’t succeed” type. But 
this month it will really pay off to give a second 
chance to a relationship that started off on the 
wrong foot. 

Sagittarius
(22 NOV TO 21 DEC)
Don’t stop doing what you’re doing, Sagittarius. 

The problem is you may not even know you’re 
doing it. Your charm and appeal is immense right 
now, so don’t make any radical changes to your 

social life  and say yes to new opportunities. 
 

Capricorn
(22 DEC TO 19 JAN)
Once in a while it’s a good idea to take some time 
to wallow in the past, Capricorn. Enjoy unabashed 
nostalgia and look back on those glory days, then carry 
on recharged and inspired for more glory to come.  

Aquarius
(20 JAN - 18 FEB)
If  you’ve ever wondered what a water-carrier does, 
now you’re about to find out,  Aquarius. You’ll 
be given responsibility for something incredibly 

important, and your care and sure-footedness means 
you’ll do the job perfectly. Take a bow.   

Pisces
(19 FEB - 20 MAR)
Time flies when you’re having fun, Pisces, but 
the opposite is the case when you stub your toe. 
This month will drag at the beginning, as you find 
yourself  lumbered with some boring duties, but the 
pace will pick up as enjoyment multiplies.

Libra
(23 SEPT TO 22 OCT)

Freedom can be every bit 
as complicated as commitment, 

Libra. This month, it’s time to 
balance your independence and 

your desires with the promises 
you’ve made. Finding your way 
forward may be painful, but 

the pain will heal and you 
will flourish. 

S
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Instagram
of the month

@Loving_Lanzarote
u s e  # l o v i n g l a n z a r o t e  a n d  w e  w i l l  p r i n t  y o u r  p i c t u r e s

@ipedrakos

@ludoviclamontagne @peter_photofitz

@ssshortieee@robert_villar_fotografia

@pedroborges7

@j.mendez.fotografia

@yapcimv

@jessicabella_s
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